
June 4 – 8, 2014
Emergence

Who, What, Where, When

Welcome to Apogaea 2014!  The four sections in this guide will help you to find out 
what's going on – art installations, theme camps, ongoing events or installations, and 
scheduled events.  You can use the icon legend to look up things such as what's going 
on at Center Camp, things to do with your kids, places to meet people, workshops and 
learning experiences, and tons of other stuff you never thought of!

Gate hours:
Wednesday, 6/4: 9 AM – 7:59 PM
Thursday, 6/5:  9 AM – 7:59 PM
Friday, 6/6:  9 AM – 6:59 PM
Saturday, 6/7:  9 AM – 6 PM
Sunday, 6/8:  9 AM – 6 PM (Exit only)

If you arrive outside the above operational hours for the gate, you will be turned away.  NO EXCEPTIONS!  Re-entry is 
available, however for those who don’t request re-entry, there will be a $40 fee.  

Monday Exodus 6/9:  9 AM – 3 PM  Monday Exodus requires pre-registration.  Gates are exit only

What is Center Camp?
Center Camp is the central hub for Apogaea.  Located near the effigy, you can learn more about the Ten Principles, grab a 
piping hot cup of coffee, purchase ice, sit back and groove to some live music, participate in a workshop, or just mingle with 
fellow Apogaeans.  Ice is $2 per bag (exact change only!) sold from 9 AM – 8 PM.  Profits from ice sales go to local Bailey 
charities.

Volunteers Make it Awesome!
One of the best ways to participate is by signing up for volunteer shifts. It’s a boat load of fun, and it really enhances your 
Apogaea experience.  But what if you didn't sign up for a Volunteer Shift before arriving, and now you want to have this 
awesome opportunity?  Not to worry!  The Info Booth (located on the south side of Center Camp) will have a volunteer sign-
up sheet throughout the event so you can still be a part of the well-oiled machine that is Apogaea.  It's never too late!

Find out more about how you can be active in the Apogaea organization after the event 
and for next year – go to:   www.apogaea.com/get-involved

http://www.apogaea.com/get-involved


Important Information about Fire
Apogaea is located in a region of extremely high fire danger.  As such, most forms of open burning are not permitted 
including: 
•Tiki torches and candles
•In-ground fires of any kind
•Campfires
•Unauthorized structure/art burns
•Open-top burn barrels or pits
•Unattended flames of any kind

Raised burn barrels or metal fire pits and flame effect art, using propane or liquid fuel are permitted with pre-approval only.  
Fire Performers do not need to pre-register.  However, all Fire Performers must check-in with the Fire Convergence tent 
at the event. 

The following requirements must be met to spin anywhere during the event:

•Check into the Convergence Tent:  open Wednesday – Saturday, noon – 9:00 PM 
•Bring any props you want to burn so they can be safety-checked.
•Attend the UFUG (Uniform Fire Use Guidelines) pre-event workshop or
•Take a UFUG safety workshop offered at the event:  Wednesday at 5:30 PM and Wednesday – Saturday at 3:30 PM.
•Wear or carry the wristband you receive upon completion of the UFUG workshop.

All fire must be extinguished at the request of any Ranger or Safety Personnel.  If you fail to comply with fire guidelines or 
verbal instructions from the Fire Performance lead, Rangers or Safety Personnel, you will not be allowed to light up for the 
duration of the event.

2014 Exodus Food and Household Goods Drive
During Exodus on Sunday, De-greeter volunteers will be collecting food to donate to the Mountain Resource Center, a 
community-based nonprofit organization that provides an array of services to people in Park County.  When packing up on 
Sunday, please set aside your unopened non-perishable food items and household goods, so that you can quickly and easily 
pass them off to volunteers.  Last year we collected over eight bins full of food!  We hope to collect even more this year!

Apogaea is a LEAVE NO TRACE event!
Take a moment to remove all MOOP (Matter Out of Place) from your camp area and 

help to deMOOP in areas where you did not camp.  Leave this land the same or better 
than you found it!

Info about Art Grants
Art grants exist to help volunteers create great projects for our festival.  We fund any type of powerful and unique art.  This 
includes but is not limited to sculpture, theme camps, sound, performance art, workshops, and mutant vehicles.  We try to 
fund as many artists as we can and every year the total requested is greater than the budget.  Some applications may be 
denied while others will not receive everything they ask for.  Many artists supplement their grant by charging camp dues or 
holding fundraisers, often using sites such as Kickstarter.com. 

http://apogaea.com/art-camps-things/mutant-vehicles/
http://apogaea.com/art-camps-things/workshops/
http://apogaea.com/art-camps-things/performance-art/
http://apogaea.com/art-camps-things/sound/
http://apogaea.com/art-camps-things/theme-camps/
http://apogaea.com/art-camps-things/art-installations/
http://apogaea.com/2014/05/13/apogaea-2014-exodus-food-drive/mrcco.org
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Fire Kids Art Grant Recipient Center Camp 

Make  Food/Drink Mature Content Party/Gathering 

Ritual/Ceremony  Sound/Music Workshop/Class

Nighttime Interact/Meet

Theme Camps

8-bit Bunny Bar

A Mother's Love
A Mother's Love is a journey to a simpler time, where people can relive the best of childhood through the most basic, yet 
profound, of pleasures, tasty homemade cookies and ice cold milk provided by a loving hand.

Participants will be able to come to the Cookies n' Milk serving area and select from several kinds of delicious cookies 
including sugar free and gluten free options. They will also have multiple types of milk to choose from, including several non-
dairy options.  Motherly Advice will be provided at no additional charge.

Apostar Climactica Crash Site 
Crash site of the Apostar Climatica - We're not sure where they came from. Their 2 story space ship has crash landed in our 
woods, but the crew is most definitely out of this world. Before they can take off again, they must first recharge and repair 
their intergalactic warp drive. They need your dance energy to charge it back up! 

Camp Amalgamation
Camp Amalgamation aims to bring people together with activities to facilitate interpersonal connection with other members of 
the Apogaea community.  Activities include impromptu band creation (some instruments will be provided), preparing breakfast 
for various groups, and serving sweets freshly baked in our solar oven that we will also be offering for community use.  There 
will be two other workshops - one on knitting and the other will be a spiritual open discussion group. 

Apogaea Anonymous

The BeatWomb Dome
Relax and regenerate at The BeatWomb Dome!  Come hang with us at our pentagonal hexecontahedron half-dome.  We'll 
be hosting periodic live music, workshops, discussions, body art and energy work, so stop by to see what's happening!  The 
stunning structure will be complemented by sacred geometry sculptures, making it the perfect spot to realign before your next 
big adventure.  All activities are great for all ages! 

Camp Camp

CampAlicious
Why limit happy to just one hour?  Join CampAlicious for warm welcomes, good conversations, and the Table of Perpetual 
Appetizers.  Contribute to the Table, the Booze Bar, or just enjoy what’s there.  Wednesday, Thursday, & Friday from 4p-7p.  
Or drop by after dark to warm your bottom in the Hot Seat, a functional art installation by Bobalicious. 

Camp Chaotic Love brings you Hotel Tents
Need to escape your camp for a night or two, or just looking for a new camp but don't want to tear down?  Or how about you 
forgot your tent on top your car and it is on the highway somewhere?  No worries.  Camp Chaotic Love has hotel tents fully 



furnished with blanket and/or sleeping bag, pillow(s) and light.  Be pampered in the morning with concierge items of batteries, 
wipes, toothpaste (edible), mouthwash, and more.  Stay for breakfast or volunteer to use the kitchen.  It's your journey and 
we love you.

Visit Camp Chaotic Love for monkey love this year. Pick your banana from the Tally Free Banana Tree. Find a treasure in the 
Give and Take Gift Store. 

Club meh.
Voted 12th place by Apo in 2013 for it's general state of meh.  Helping regulate meh. at Apo since 2012.  Need we say more? 
Well we will.  meh. 

Comfortably Gnome 
Gnome matter what your best laid plans are, make sure to visit your little friends atop the hill at Comfortably Gnome!  Lounge 
around your gnome away from home as we delight your senses with high flying gnome art and sick daytime beats for your 
aural pleasure.  Witness the dance between the the Hall of Mirrors and the Emerging Absurdity Project as sound and 
sensation converge.  Get ready to groove and soothe as the sun sets on Apogaea Thursday and Friday evenings - phe-
gnome-inal sun-sets accompanied by refreshments and libations are in the very gnome future. There's no place like gnome, 
so get your ass over to our side of the hill and fill your hobbit holes with pleasure. Gnomaste, bitches. 

Camp Conviviality
A live music camp and open mic stage.  Happy Hours, LIVE Music and other Apo - Propropriate entertainment on our stage.  
Random musicians welcome.  

Daddy WARBUCKS Cigar Lounge at The Hippie Hunger Games Camp
4 PM – 6 PM
after the Hippie Hunger Games
Come enjoy a fine smoke from the curated collection of Captain RON.  Apo Citizens can choose from a selection of over 500 
cigars ranging in sizes from small cigarillos to massive double coronas.  Dominican, Honduran, Nicaraguan, and yes even 
Cubans grace the pirate chest humidor.  From (A)shton to (Z)ino for the Aficionados, to White Owls and Dutch Masters for 
the old schoolers, WARBUCKS is your haven.  Pipe smokers can choose from over a dozen fine pipe tobaccos.  Featuring 
custom blends created in shops from Seattle to Sarasota.  As the sun climbs high in the midday sky, come take refuge from 
the blistering heat in the shade of our 20 x 20 lounge (4 PM – 6 PM).

LOUNGE AMENITIES :
Cigar concierge

Dead Zeeb Society 
Dead Zeeb Society, or simply DZS is comprised of the same people who brought you "the upside down flaming jelly worm" 
art car and panda lounge at that "other" burning thingy. We like lights, sound, flame FX, dancing, and hooping.  But really 
despise Zebras.  Known simply by the derogatory term, "Zeeb" , all ye black and white stripey things enter with caution.

Dinos for Life

Eat My Meat 
home of the Texas Flame Cannon Project
We have meat, you have stomachs, together we make happy. Come eat meat whenever we feel like serving it sometime 
between Wednesday at 10 PM and Saturday at 10 PM. 

Electron Village 
Electron Village is a theme camp for interactive electronic art, and the hackerspace of Apogaea.  Home to the Cyclophone, 
Enlightningment, Lumenexus, and SoundPuddle, this quieter corner of Apogaea is full of electrifying geekiness.

Camp Fuckin' Classy presents A Fuckin' Classy Christmas
Tired of all the loud noises at other camps?  Why not chill out with Santa at Camp Fuckin' Classy.  There's Christmas carols, 
hot cocoa, lots of presents, and even a tree!  Hide away from all your worries in our luxurious battlefield tested tent.

Glamp Camp 
Glamorous Camping With a Twist of Tramp.

Come hang out in our bedazzled and trampy cul-de-sac of vintage trailers and fabric bungalows.  We offer the creature 
comforts of home and invite you into our living rooms and fabulously fenced-in front yards.  We are ready to entertain passing 
Apogaea travelers with a Skull Cosmopolitan or a Beef Eater Dry Martini.  Escape from the thump thump and come play a 



game of Putt Putt Golf. . . Our miniature golf course is out of this world and just might make you shake your booty or whisk 
you away to the tropics.  Choose your very own one of a kind dazzling designer golf club and blinged-out ball.  Don’t let our 
manicured lawns fool you.  We can tramp it up with the trampiest.  Just join us out back on our Trampoline.  Seize the 
opportunity for a photo shoot with Xilla’s giant cock.  On Friday at 2:00, we will be hosting “Putt Putt and Prom Dresses:  An 
Afternoon Affair”.  BYO prom dress or borrow one of ours.  Glamp Camp will sparkle and shimmer with bling during the day, 
twinkle among the lights at night, and tramp all day long.

The Green Hour Absinthe Dome

HATEbar 
HATEbar exists to break up the mediocre hippie bullshit that seems to waft in the air at Apogaea.  HATEbar is an oasis of 
assholes, punk rock, and shitty whiskey.  We're not going to treat your ego with kitten-soft gloves, stroking you to an ego-
gasm...  We're going to insult your every sacred, blessed bit, and then give you shitty whiskey.  Or maybe a well-shaken beer, 
if we like you.  And we don't like you... in fact, we HATE you.  We're open at various times every day, whenever we feel like it 
or have an event planned. 

The Hole

Just Waiting on Ewe – The Movie Camp 
Back for our third year bigger and better than ever.  We will be showing movies from the past, cult favorites, and some that 
just make you wonder what you just watched.  Come by and see what is playing.  Bring your camp chairs, pillows, playa fur, 
and come watch a movie or just your favorite part.  Movies shown through out the day at different times.  We are Just Waiting 
on EWE!!! 

Kamp Kushy (Temple Camp)

Kidsville

Kittyland Love Center
Kittyland Love Center, an expansive play area for kitties that's like a home away from home.  Our inspiration is to share our 
love of underground dance music with Apogaea.  Purrtastic beats and auditory catnip provided by the Funbuns Faction and 
friends.  Long story short, we've got mad love for your kitties! 

The Living Room
The Living Room is twist on irony, a fantastic pun, and a great place to gather over the same kinds of events you fondly recall 
in and around a family living room.  I find that the community has a great sense of comfort in The Living Room and like 
grandma’s house, keeps you coming back.  We are open to everyone and will have functions to engage all walks of our 
community.  We’ll have functions to gather over delicious food, and things like game night, fort-building, and a house party! 

LOVERS 
LOVERS is like your local BED chapter:  a space where people can build relationships and get to know each other by 
dropping the walls that prevents us from talking to each other about sex openly and honestly.  LOVERS is hosting a Morning 
Mindfulness session every day at 11:11 AM!  There will be workshops going all day!  Our dome is chock full of exciting 
workshops for your pleasure; please check it out Thursday - Saturday on the schedule!  Check us out in the dome with the 
crocheted patchwork cover!  LOVERS is right across the road from Center Camp!  Can't miss it! 

LNS @ the Booty Shack

Metal Village (formerly De Camp)

Melodious Scorch at Melodious Flames 
Sound waves embodied in flames dancing in the dark.  Mind melting LED madness will also abound.  Catch us after dark if 
you can!  Weather and burn ban permitting. 

(M)HK Camp 

Misfit Toys 
Misfit Toys is a ragtag collection of odd and colorful characters who refuse to grow up.  As our gift to Apo we are bringing our 
own version of Never, Never, Ever Land.  We invite the community to join us, in shedding our adult personas and embracing 
our inner little child.



Misfit Toys will be hosting recess, where our referees and umpires will help recreate your favorite childhood recess 
experiences.  When you need some down time, join us for Stories and Snuggles in our fort.  Our shenanigantors are also 
bringing you costumed dance parties to put the silly in your day!  Check the WWWW for listed events and times.

Families are welcome!  Our space is PG-13; all children under the age of 13 should be accompanied by a supervising, 
chaperoning, in-charge of the child, ADULT.

Our space was also created with "Safe Space" in mind.  As such, remember to observe personal boundaries, use consent, 
and help keep the camp feeling like a safe refuge where everyone can be free to let their inner child out to play. 

Narwhal Ship @ Narwhal Camp 
The narwhals have recently defeated a band of space pirates.  The narwhal king has taken the space pirate ship as his prize 
and will be giving away the raided stash of the space pirates.  So chat with friends, make new ones, listen to our djs, attend a 
class or event, rest your feet, dance your butt off, enjoy some shade or just enjoy the magnificence of the first space pirate 
ship ever seized by the mythical narwhals.

NEO Village 
NEO Village is collaboration of 3 camps from NEOFORMIA – the overflow burn of 2012.  We are an open camp; if you need 
a home please come join us anytime.

Snowbadgers will be bring you the Dab Den, the White Lightning Bar, Naked Cookie Time, and will be leading the naked 
march. We will also be the satellite Dance Safe Chill Zone. The Den is open 24/7 for anyone to do anything, really. The White 
Lightning Bar will be open with sound from 10am-2am. All types of music and DJ's welcome.

Poke in the Eye Parade will have the big bouncy bed & lounge.

Flamingos will have many movies including yes PORN.

ALL PRINCIPLES PRACTICED RADICALLY! 

Camp Origami

Open Mic
hosted by Tikidaddy, Pollen, and Kynthia
Some’n to say?  Say it!  Or it won’t be said.  It will be lost.  Forever.  

Paradise Rising

Pink Flamingos 
A small flock of ridiculous queer boys and their GLBT-friendly-love-zone.  Come hang out in The Roost and have a relaxing 
drink of Suspicious Pink "Water" -- We promise no krill. 

Pink Mammoth / The Fucking Unicorns
Pink Mammoth and The Fucking Unicorns have their roots at Burning Man, and are well established in the Colorado Burner 
community with their epic parties and active membership.  The two camps have collaborated several times to put on exciting, 
engaging, very well attended events in the Denver area, and we're excited to collaborate again for Apogaea.

The energy of the camp is fun, uplifting, celebratory, inclusive, and relaxed.  The centerpiece of the Pink Mammoth camp is a 
dance floor and bar with 4-corner sound under pink shade.  The Fucking Unicorns will have a COIL stage as well as an 
improved playhouse and a granted art installation alongside.  Both camps operate primarily during the daytime, and all 
attendees of any age are welcome anytime.  The camps invite lots of interaction and socializing while dancing to signature 
deep Pink Mammoth music and drinking cocktails from the bar.  We will be quiet during the evenings except for the last night 
of the festival.

Play Camp

Portland Burners

Camp RABBLE
Get off our lawn



Robot Camp

Shady Acres:  A Retirement Community

Shangri-LaLa 
Rest, reflect, rejuvenate, relax - do all this is at Shangri-LaLa.  We provide the ambiance – cool shade, plush pillows, tinkling 
chimes, purple elephant – where you can take the time to escape and ruminate.  Join us for a guided meditation (see 
Thursday’s or Friday’s events schedule) or visit Shangri-LaLa anytime for a reprieve and respite of your own. 

Sofa King Mini Style – Home of The Big Couch 
Here you will find the giant couch art project that John Costahaude and I (Noah) funded and built for our camp "Basscouch" 
at the Burn.  It's a huge 10 ft tall, 8 ft deep, and 24 ft long couch that up to 40 people can climb on and chill and relax on 
while listening to the hedd_sound system that I am bringing to Apo this year. 

Space Camp

Spiro Camp / The Ties That Bind

The Story Portal 
The Story Portal is an interactive storytelling stage and community centered themed camp. Participants spin a giant price-is-
right-style wheel to get a story topic.  The teller steps to the mic to tell a story based on the topic the wheel lands on. 

Time Traveler's Convention

Toddler Town

Camp VAN Gogh 
Camp VAN gogh.  Home of Betty Colors the VAN, The Yellow Bar (11am-5pm daily), and The Craftorium, where we can sew 
that severed ear back on and then bedazzle that shit (1-5pm). 

Camp Wardrobe MalFUNKtion 
Camp Wardrobe MalFUNKtion is a free experimental fashion camp and the Fashion Police Station of Apogaea.  This year we 
combine forces with Princess Stephanie's "Lets Play Dress Up" for the ultimate fashion experience!  We encourage everyone 
to visit our skilled wardrobe engineers for an innovative and creative new look, and then take a saunter down our runway 
(noon – 4 PM).  Decided on jeans and a t-shirt for the weekend?  Careful!  You might get BUSTED by our fashion police 
intent on preventing fashion emergencies.

Where The Party's At

Art Installations

Alfonzo the Pig!!!! 
Alfonzo the Pig has wanted to come to Apogaea since he was a wee little piglet.  He lives in Hampton, Nebraska and is 
coming to visit us here at Apogaea!  We even have a special house already made for Alfonzo when he gets here, he gets 
cold and we have to make sure he stays warm! 

Apoteague Wildlife Preserve
hosted by Shangri-LaLa
Inspired by Assateague and Chincoteague Islands that is home to a wildlife preserve with herds of wild ponies, the 
Apoteague Wildlife Preserve is home to a herd of toy ponies.  It is an allegory for Apogaea:  Although these ponies all are 
each expressing themselves radically, they are still part of the herd.  Based close to and supported by Shangri-LaLa, the herd 
will do what a herd of ponies does.  Roam. 

Arbor Borealis 
@ Dead Zeeb Society; brought to you by AudioPixel
A lush three-dimensional grid of super bright RGB LED spheres will become a moving hologram that represents the 



environment around it.  Literally "a forest of light", it strives to draw the viewer in until they are totally encompassed by the 
piece.  As one gets near to the grid, their human form will become mirrored as a ghostly phantom shifting and glitching to 
every ambient sound. 

Arcus Hymenoptera 
What a colony can accomplish is greater than what one can achieve alone. These creatures will keep you company while 
you warm yourself in the heat created by them working in unity. While warming ponder what puts the fire in your heart, and 
what can be done to keep it there. 

The Big Couch 
@ King Sofa Mini Style
This is the giant couch art project that John Costahaude and I (Noah) funded and built for our camp "Basscouch" at the Burn. 
It's a huge 10 ft tall, 8 ft deep, and 24 ft long couch that up to 40 people can climb on and chill and relax on while listening to 
the hedd_sound system that I am bringing to Apo this year. 

Burnin' to the Beat 
viewable 10 PM – 5 AM
This project is an 8 foot Ruben’s tube, which is a classic physics experiment to visualize sound waves which drive the rise 
and fall of flames along a perforated gas tube.  The gas flow changes as the sound pressure inside the tube changes, 
rewarding the viewer with fiery sine waves when a tone is played, or complex fiery waveforms of constructive and destructive 
interference when music is played.  In other words, we see the fire dance to the music.

Come watch sound on fire.  Want to sing a song, heckle the crowd, tell a joke, play an instrument, or produce some music, 
and see what it looks like on fire?  You can do that here!  Want to see your favorite song on fire?  You can do that, too!  Bring 
your music containing device, hook it up, and be amazed.  This is a spot to dance, talk, meet new people, and chill, all while 
watching responsive fire.
 

The Crystal Garden 
viewable 8 PM – 5 AM
presented by Geological Point of Interest
An emergent system is only as good as the parts that comprise it.  An event like Apogaea is only as good as the people who 
participate.  That's where the Crystal Garden comes in!  This unique lighting installation allows you, the participant, to control 
the light show all night long!  An emergent system uses many unique variables to produce a beautiful final result.  Come be 
our variables!!! 

Cyclophone 
hosted by Electron Village
The Cyclophone is an electronic instrument.  It has a circular keyboard, various knobs and buttons, and a web interface.  The 
circular keyboard is a little too big for one person to use, so it encourages multi-person use.  The Cyclophone emits a variety 
of sounds depending on its configuration. 

Dripstone Cavern 
presented by Geological Point of Interest
Want to take a time out from the hustle and bustle of Apogaea?  Come spelunking in the Dripstone Cavern, located at the 
Geological Point of Interest!  The Cavern is an interactive, educational chill zone where you can learn about the emergent 
systems that create caves and crystals.  Enjoy a cuddle puddle in the crystal pillow pit, or check out the crystal exhibit at the 
GPOI mineral museum because SCIENCE!!! 

Emerging Absurdity
near the Gnomies where shenanigans and tom foolery reign supreme. 
Silly and foolish the whole day through, might seem extremely unreasonable, but the Emergence of Absurdity is a look into 
that realm.  Absurdity emerges from the Latin absurdum meaning “out of tune”.  Out of tune with a world that takes itself all 
too seriously.  The incongruous juxtaposition of the worlds of serious thought and absolute absurdity dance with each other 
like a puritan and sparkle pony.  The nightly metamorphosis of the spirit of pure unadulterated tom foolery is not to be 
missed. 

Enlighten 
dark - midnight
Enlighten is a combination of metal sculpture and propane fire art.  A lotus flower made entirely of steel cans sits in the center 
of 8 computer controlled propane poofers, which will ignite in a display of fire frequently each night between dark and 
midnight. 



EnLightningment
viewable 9 PM – 6 AM
hosted by Electron Village
EnLightningment is a light tunnel designed to surround the participants with lightning activated by the participants.  The more 
the merrier is our motto as one person alone cannot activate all sequences; more than one switch will have to be activated at 
a time to achieve the full state of “EnLightningment!”

Ferox 
Ferox means "ferocious" in Latin and overwhelms your mental processes with patterns out of phase.  From chaos emerges 
clarity.  This audio and light installation projects arrhythmic ambient sound a great distance from a 8 ft diameter parabolic 
dish, accompanied by strobe lights that project on the dish surface, slightly out of phase from each other and the sound. 

Ignes Fatui 
8 PM – 4 AM
brought to you by Ariziona Burners: Tattletale Frum and Boots Paramore 
Ignes Fatui will show you the way, or possibly lead you astray.  Your companion and your guide, lights leading to unknown 
places and adventures or the safety and comfort of your own bed.  Pulsing in time with their own meaning, meaning you can 
only discover by following them.

Ignes Fatui, meaning "Foolish Fire" in Medieval Latin, is made up of 40 self-powered, self contained LED light jars that 
communicate wirelessly and in unison. The lights are placed aprox. 15 – 20 feet apart on either side of a road or path for 
300+ feet. Various programs run throughout the night, enchanting viewers and leading the way. 

Intergalactic Chuckwagon 
The inspiration for this project lies in the old-west chuckwagon which would follow explorers and pioneers into parts 
unknown, essentially a kitchen on wheels, it was the center of camp life providing warmth and sustenance to hard working 
crews and their families.  This interpretation of the vehicle is a semi-mobile, practical art piece, a nod to weathered wood, 
domed canvas roofs and cast iron skillets but with a whimsical, otherworldly twist.  The Intergalactic Chuckwagon will be 
equipped with the necessary tools to bake, cook and freeze our way into other campers' hearts. 

The Lifeguard Chair 
@ Fucking Unicorns and Pink Mammoth 
Apogaea faces serious safety concerns and legal liability due to swimming related accidents and injuries.  To help protect 
Apo from liability and to reduce the likelihood of serious injury, Apo MUST have official volunteer lifeguards to protect 
attendees.  The Lifeguard Chair is a wooden, beach-style lifeguard chair for two, and equipped with lifesaving floats and 
wooden shark fins to encourage interaction, role-playing and participation.  

The Lifeguard Chair will be at the Fucking Unicorns/Pink Mammoth "pool" (aka dance floor) where Apogaeans can play as 
"lifeguards", "swimmers" (aka dancers), sharks or other water-borne threats (pirates, narwhals, semen spewing whales, etc.). 
During the day, there will be official unofficial lifeguards scheduled to "work" the Lifeguard Chair, but all Apogaeans are 
welcome to serve as lifeguards any time they want to! 

Light Hive 
Light Hive is a 12 ft x 3ft interactive, sound-reactive, hexagonal pixel panel wall. 

Lumenexus 
hosted by Electron Village
Lumenexus is an interactive electronic sculpture based on minimal surface geometry, built with circuit boards and steel.  It's 
evocative shape is made of electronic cells that interact with each other, and respond to the sounds you make.  Excite 
patterns of sound and color as your explore this mind bending technological artifact. 

The Metaphaser 
on view 8 PM – 11 PM (and maybe other times)
@ The BeatWomb 
Come get Metaphased!  You'll laugh, you'll gasp and you'll maybe even cry!  Bring your friends, or partner up with any fellow 
Apogaean, to have your faces melded together through an optical illusion.  The Metaphaser uses varied light and 2-way 
mirrors to create this mind-blowing visual experience.  Come play! 

Mix & Match Belvedere 
Based on the Mix & Match Woodblock concept, this hexagonal belvedere inverts that idea to mix and match the participants, 
using angled mirrors in a hexagonal belvedere. 



Nucleus
Nucleus is a 19 foot tall pair of interconnected modular geodesic spheres, covered in LED panels, with a walkable set of 
platforms and steps leading through it.  It is a meditative, temple-like space that interacts with and is brought to life by the 
presence of participants within it.  The project's integration with participants provides a sense of interconnectedness as a 
reflection on community and cooperation with the environment. 

Paulogaea Emerge-a-thon 
The Paulogaea Emerge-a-thon is a multifaceted environment created from the blending of installations that have been 
showcased at Apo in various forms in the past 5 years.  The installation will be centered around the Mirrazeebo, wreathed 
around the Zeebo will be a selection of Bubble Lanterns spread around in the trees and Yucca planted around the space.  
The space will be colorfully lit and painted and will present a very fanciful and slightly psychedelic atmosphere for gathering, 
resting and socializing.  This will also be the setting of a series of pop-up cafe events and small culinary events that are 
planned through out the event.  It's also a great hiding place during hail storms! 

Phoenix Rising 
Primarily a metal installation, the Phoenix Rising bird will reside over her yet to emerge young chic eggs in her nest.  The bird 
will contain flamethrower components that once belonged to the fire-breathing Draka the Dragon art car.  The Phoenix Rising 
bird’s eggs will be home to huge fire cannons.  Settled under the wings of the bird, when they explode, the force of the blasts 
will rock the Phoenix up and back.  Fire displays will take place at the Phoenix Rising installation several times each evening. 
The final night of the event the baby phoenix chicks will hatch and, if a burn ban is not in effect, we will time the igniting of the 
bird’s nest with the cracking open of the eggs and birthing of the phoenix chicks. 

Play Camp 360 Teeter Totter 
The 360 Teeter Totter engages the community, inspires them to play and brings together the community by being fun and 
able to be used by multiple people at the same time.  People of all ages walk away with smiles after interacting with this art 
piece. 

poeTree
Short version: poeTree provides looping tracks of audio poetry in its "blooms" and a comfy place to sit and listen or relax.  
Attend our "poeTea" on Friday afternoon!

Dramatic version:  On the way back to camp for refreshment and rest, you see a brightly colored flower at the edge of the 
path, and a sign with the first lines of a poem that beckons you to discover “poeTree.”  More flowers and poetry-lined signs 
lead you on a pleasant journey to a brightly colored tree, its trunk surrounded by a circular, roomy, cushioned bench.  
Emerging from the path, you take a seat.  Looking up, you notice more of the brightly colored flowers from the path 
“blooming” on the tree.  Putting one to your ear, which easily reaches you in your seated position, you may hear a 
grandfather reading a poem about masculinity for his grandson, a friend reading a poem of forgiveness, or a child giving Shel 
Silverstein a spin.  You can listen as long or as little as you like.  The poems loop on 8-12 different “blooms.”  You may hear 
the same poems again if you’re patient, but you’ll find plenty of variety, too.  Recited poetry is being sourced from diverse 
groups (age, economic background, ethnicity) and on a variety of topics to ensure a diversity of core poetic types and 
concepts.  All denizens of Apogaea can find a poem that speaks directly to their experience or emotional core. 

Zen Generator 
presented by Portland Burners Cross Pollination
Electrical coils pulse in a spiral, nudging a fractal-inspired magnetic wheel into chaotic motion. As momentum builds, the 
main wheel turns in a predicable manner: the cumulative effect of hundreds of random magnetic repulsions... just as our 
physical world is the result of countless unfathomable interactions at the quantum level. 

Reality TV 
hosted by The Living Room
This project is called “Reality TV”, and is an interactive retro/futuristic video installation based in The Living Room.  Reality TV 
is based around a collection of TVs, displaying both synthesized/reactive video effects, as well as effected and glitched live 
video streams.  We will be utilizing analog video synthesizers as well as live camera stream and circuit bent video 
processors.  An interactive “remote control” will modulate the aforementioned devices to provide visual stimulation to 
Apogaeans. 

Refuge 
Do you find yourself constantly surrounded by danger at Apogaea?  Have the knife throwing machines, loud music, naked 
hippies, out of control art cars, and overall debaucherous nature of Apo become too much for you?  Then come to the 
Refuge!  The safest place at Apogaea!  We know you need a safe place to escape and we here at the refuge are going to 
supply it for you. 



Robot Resurrection 
The Robot Resurrection is a 30 ft towering Robot sculpture made of recycled metal.  It has fully articulating, arms, head, and 
hands.  It has lasers shooting out of it’s eyes, smoke billowing from every joint, and holds the power of fire within it’s hands. 

SoundPuddle 
hosted by Electron Village
The SoundPuddle is an interactive space of visual-acoustic synesthesia.  This spectrographically colorful dome illuminates 
sound on an immersive canopy of light.  Visualize the spectral shapes of sound-space with any noise you can make.  You will 
laugh, shout, and sing as thousands of solar powered LEDs unify your ears and eyes.

The Temple of Infinite Light (Temple) 
The Journey begins with entering the Temple of the Heavens, crossing the bridge over to the Temple of Earth.  Emerge onto 
the Earth to walk the Path of Infinite Life.

The Throne of the Emergent Multitude (Effigy) 
The Emergent Multitude will be a wooden structure consisting of a 5-sided seating area, an elevated perch and 5 tentacle 
monsters of various forms emerging from the center column to a height of approximately 16 ft.  Five flaming spires and a 
central poofer encircle the top of the structure to an elevation of 20 or more feet.  All flame effects will be kept well above any 
wooden pieces, and will be removable for the burn.  It will function as a gathering place and resting spot as well as an artistic 
expression.  Those who sit under its tentacly canopy will be rewarded with a space like no other. 

W.A.R.R.Y. M.E. – Wedding Altar to Rid & Remove Your Materialistic Excesses  
As part of the first annual Wedding Dress Wednesday this year at Apogaea, a special stand alone Altar will be built for 
individuals, couples and groups to congregate at during the termination of the Wedding Dress Wednesday Camp Parade.  In 
line with the Burning Man principle of Decommodification, inspiration will be encouraged of all participants to pledge going 
forward their commitment to love, honor and devotion of fellow human beings while ridding themselves of any and all 
physical or emotional attachments to the ever increasing materialistic garbage pile of commercialized and commodified stuff 
that has entered our already complicated lives and should never ever be mistaken for a substitute of human fellowship. 

Wish You Were Here 
with photos at 8 PM – 10 PM
Our proposal is to build an interactive documentation station.  We will construct 3-D letters that spell out “WISH YOU WERE 
HERE”.  The letters will serve as a backdrop/foreground for its visitors to have their photo taken with.  We are planning on 
using a digital camera and photo printer to take photos and immediately have a physical printout to give as souvenirs.

The project will be on display all day and night.  The sign lights up and looks cool at night, so right after sunset is when we 
will be offering photos and printouts.  

Ongoing Events/Installations

420 & 710 Celebrations 
hosted by NEO Village at the Lions Den/Dab Den
Every 4:20 & 7:10 AM/PM join us for some puff down or some Dab down.  Also if you want a special cookie you gotta get 
naked.  Bring stuff to share or try some of ours. 

Arts Caravan 
workshops and events daily from 11:30 AM – 6 PM
Arts Caravan is a traveling visual, circus, and performing arts learning experience for all ages committed to connecting 
communities through creativity and expression.  By cultivating a cross pollination of creatives we are able to introduce circus 
and art to a broad spectrum of people.

For your participatory pleasure we present Apogaea 2014 with 6 delightful workshops:  ‘Turn Your Frown Upside Down: 
Circus Improv’, “Bellydance Movement’, ‘Circus Vogue: Gestural Figure Drawing’, and ‘How Do Didgeridoos Do What They 
Do?’ and ‘Circus Sprouts’ our children’s workshop combining all five workshops.  Each adult and big kids workshop will be 
approximately 1½ hours each.  All workshop facilitators will present a station style workshop for kids at the ‘Circus Sprouts’ 
workshop where they switch every 20 minutes or so to a different project/content. 



Blackout Bar
1 AM – 5 AM
Kum visit the Blackout Bar.  Open whenever the hell we want to open between 1am and when the sun comes up.  Remain 
standing at your own risk.  Ask your server about the Everclear shot of the day! 

Club meh. meh-bile meh-jito Bar
Club meh. brings it back again this year with a meh-bile meh-jito bar.  Look for the Cub meh. meh-mbers and their wagon of 
goodness rolling around the event bringing you some strong tasty meh-jitos to to quench your thirst.  Top shelf!  Stickers will 
also be available. meh. 

Club meh. meh-mory board
Club meh. brings you its meh-mory board!  Be an actual part of a diorama and take a meh-morable picture of your Apo 
experience!  Cameras not provided, bring your own!  meh. 

Cookies 
@ Center Camp
An absurd amount of biscochitos (Mexican cookies) available at Center Camp Cafe.  Look for the sign and covered container 
and help yourself!

Crate Stacking Challenge
@ The Fucking Unicorns
The second annual crate stacking challenge.  Balance your self atop the a tower of milk crates.  How tall a tower can you 
build? 

Dance Safe is at Apogaea!
@ LOVERS camp and @ NEO Village
Please find us on the map with LOVERS and see what services we provide at our booth and our mobile outreach team.  
There will be information and chill space 24/7.  During the day, please chill out in our booth and help yourself to any of the 
gifts.  

Please don't let the info cards become MOOP.  Many people collect these!  If you aren't going to keep it and love it, leave it 
for someone else!!  

Our team is very knowledgeable and we would love you to be more informed and make smart decisions.  If anyone wants to 
help we are doing on-site training.  (Find Karma or Mitchell; we will leave note to what 2-way radio channel we are on to 
locate either of us most times of the event).

We are well trained in talking people down from difficult psychological situations.  We have a mobile app for androids you can 
use for excellent info and help at Apogaea.  There is a satellite Dance Safe station at NEO Village in the Dab Den - come on 
by.  Always Test IT!
 

KumForlt Stayshun
presented by Camp Wardrobe MalFUNKtion
Camp Wardrobe MalFUNKtion presents the KumForIt Stayshun for your scent and sexual needs. ~~ Kum over and get on 
down to see our array of potions and notions to: 1) Make you smell pretty (perfumes) (Take a spritz, please leave the bottle.), 
2) Have you tasting  sweet and suckable with our sugar sticks (gum and lollipops), and, very importantly 3) Help you to be 
safe (condoms and sunscreen; warning do not mix!!). Conveniently located next to the MalFUNKtion tent in beautiful 
downtown Apogaea. 

Leather Bracelet Workshop 
hosted by Time Traveler's Convention
Participants will use leather working tools to create a leather bracelet that they can keep or gift. 

The Lost Penguins of Neoformia 
@ NEO Village
We will have 6 decorated penguins guarding our flags of our Village.  Try and GET them if you can:  both the lost penguins 
and the flags.  However in the Capture the art and flags at Apo remember you must respectfully give them back on Sunday 
before dusk.  Let the games begin. 

New to Apogaea, B.A.T.S. Program
brought to you by Camp Chaotic Love
Are you new to Apogaea?  Is this your first burning man event ever?  Do you have questions?  Do you want to know what is 



happening?  You might see something you don't understand.  Or maybe you do not know how to handle your trash or 
compost.  What the hell is moop anyway?  Not everything is as it seems and this is all part of our sacred practices.  Do not 
hesitate to find a BAT and ask anything to calm your concerns or satisfy your curiosity.  They are here for you and offer a safe 
and sound response.  Look for a BAT on their person.

Personal CRAP (Coaching, Relationships, Advocacy, Project)
opening daily at 10 AM
@ Camp Amalgamation
Come get some coaching, advocacy, or mediation services gifted to you by skilled community members doing their thing.  
We open at 10 every morning and don't really close - look for a sign up sheet to get connected.  Here's some examples of 
how you might use us:

Coaching – There's something or someone you've wanted to do at Apo, or anywhere else, and haven't figured out how to get 
it done - you might want to talk to a coach.  “Don't dream it, be it baby.”

Relationships / Mediation – you'd like to agree on something with someone else and need some assistance.  One of our 
neutrals can help.  “Hey sweety, Apo's for exploring, I don't think you should mind if I want to...”

Advocacy – Need help making a point or being heard; we can help.

The Telluride Fire Festival Free Box
brought to you by Erin Ries & Chris Myers @ Center Camp
The Telluride Fire Festival Free Box:  An art installation that will actually give back to the Apogaea community.  A 
freestanding, two-sided shelving unit with cubbies/shelves that house different kinds of items that guests might want or need.  
Items such as hats, water bottles, to-go cups, jackets, pants, tops, and accessories.  Each cubby has a label letting the 
viewer know what is in the cubby.  We request that residents take only what they will use and gift back items no longer 
needed for the next “shopper”.  A framed plaque explains the giving/receiving concept of the Free Box and the 
genesis/history of the Free Box from Telluride, Colorado.  Please look for our Free Box in Center Camp! 

Scheduled Events

Wednesday
Yarn Bomb
10 AM – 11:30 AM
@ (M)HK Camp
So you've heard of the term "yarn bombing" but have no clue what it is, how it's done, or what makes it the latest form of 
urban gorilla art.  Join us at (M)HK camp each day between 10 AM – 11:30 AM to learn how to "yarn bomb" and actively 
participate in "bombing" our camp.  We will supply the yarn, needles, hooks and instruction.  You just bring your creative 
sense of adventure.

Bill Withers' Song “Lovely Day” to Start Your Morning
11 AM
brought to you by The Story Portal
Join The Story Portal at 11 AM everyday of Apogaea 2014 to start your day off right with some dancing and connecting to Bill 
Withers' song 'Lovely Day'! 

Stories & Snuggles 
11 AM – noon
hosted by Misfit Toys
Remember the good ol' days of Kindergarten?  Nap time sounds divine now!  If it's too early to be coherent after a night of 
partying, stumble our way and we'll let you nap, snuggle and be read to just like elementary school.

Bring your blankie, your favorite stuffy friend ... or even a human friend or two!  Crawl into our stuffy cuddle puddle, get your 
snuggle on and enjoy listening to our animated, theatrical readings of story time classics.  After you've drifted back to 
consciousness from your power-nap with your teddy bear, stick around for snack time power up before another session of 
recess!  Families are welcome!  Our space is PG-13; all children under the age of 13 should be accompanied by a 
supervising, chaperoning, in-charge of the child, ADULT. 



The Yellow Bar at Camp VAN Gogh 
11 AM – 5 PM
hosted by Camp VAN Gogh
The Yellow bar will be a utopian collective for artists to come drink, paint, and dance from 11 AM – 5 PM every day!  The 
atmosphere will stimulate you through both creation and socialization, or drive you into a state of generalized delirium.  We 
will serve beer and mixed punch along with absinthe on the 37th of every hour in honor of the influential painter of the bar, 
and if you suffer acute psychosis we even have a safe place to store your ear! Paint on the easels located in the bar and take 
your creation home to celebrate YOUR inner artist. 

LOVERS Presents:  Morning Mindfullness:  an Intention for the Day 
11:11 AM 
Facilitated by Ian Welling and Glittaurus Von Dansalot 
Morning Mindfulness is held every morning starting around 11:11am.  This will last around an hour.  We will be setting 
positive and compassionate intentions for the day!  Come empty your mind and reach Nirvana! 

Fondle Perry Day!! 
11:22 AM – 6:45 PM
@ Just Waiting on EWE – The Movie Camp
Come and see what Perry is showing today.  He has been left in camp all by himself and we have no idea what he is going to 
show left on his own.  While you're there make sure to give him a good fondle.  It is his day after all. 

Apogaea Anonymous (12 Step Meetings)
noon
Everyday at noon at Apogaea Anonymous we will host a 12 Step recovery meeting for people of all different types of 12 Step 
fellowships, and people who are supportive of loved ones in recovery, to attend.  We welcome everyone recovering from their 
addictions to join us in the fellowship of the spirit, as we trudge the road of happy destiny. 

Youth Art Walk 
noon – 2 PM
meet at Center Camp
Join us for a leisurely walk through the emerging city to see what there is to see.  We will be meeting at Center Camp at 
12:00 and meandering until 2:00.  Let's check out what our fellow Apogaeans have created!  Children 10 and under must be 
accompanied by a parent or guardian. 

RECESS!
noon – 3 PM
hosted by Misfit Toys
Misfit Toys invites you to leave the adult world behind and be a kid again!  We will be hosting recess in the afternoons.  In 
between your volunteer shifts, or on your way to the next camp's shindig, stop by and make time to play again!

Complete with child-like, fast changing, nonsensical rules, and recess favorites like Red Rover, Freeze Tag, Red Light/Green 
Light, etc.  Misfit Toys aims to recreate your childhood favorite at its silliest.  Our referees and umpires will lead the games, 
break up fights and patrol the playground to make sure you have ridiculous amounts of FUN!  Families are welcome! Our 
space is PG-13; all children under the age of 13 should be accompanied by a supervising, chaperoning, in-charge of the 
child, ADULT.

Craftorium Workshops:  Vandalize van Gogh 
@ Camp VAN Gogh
The Craftorium is a wonder emporium of all things sparkly and crafty.  We've will have open painting, body painting, 
bejazzling, vajazzling, gluing, cutting and creating.  Check out our workshops and jams every day from 1 – 5 PM. 

Want to deface a painting?  Beautify a bench?  We've got got the paints, brushes, canvases, markers and stencils you need 
to unleash your creativity.  Need more time to create your masterpiece?  You can continue to paint at Camp VAN Gogh all 
week long. 

Wedding Dress Wednesday Parade and Ceremonies 
2 PM – 5 PM
meeting and preparing at Camp Wardrobe MalFUNKtion
Wedding Dress Wednesday is a majestic walking parade for individuals, couples, and groups who would like to participate in 
our grand endeavor.  We will plan to have devoted non-denominational and non-official wedding ceremonies, followed by 
enforced quickie divorces that will occur automatically once Apogaea is concluded.  White Wedding Dress and Wedding 
Wear attire is highly suggested and expected. 



Stories & Snuggles
3 PM – 4 PM
hosted by Misfit Toys
Remember the good ol' days of Kindergarten?   Nap time sounds divine now!  If you need an afternoon pick me up stumble 
our way and we'll let you nap, snuggle and be read to just like elementary school.

Bring your blankie, your favorite stuffy friend ... or even a human friend or two!  Crawl into our stuffy cuddle puddle, get your 
snuggle on and enjoy listening to our animated, theatrical readings of story time classics.  After you've drifted back to 
consciousness from your power-nap with your teddy bear, stick around for snack time power up before another session of 
recess!

Families are welcome!  Our space is PG-13; all children under the age of 13 should be accompanied by a supervising, 
chaperoning, in-charge of the child, ADULT. 

The Hippie Hunger Games 
3 PM – 5 PM
The Hippie Hunger Games is an interactive Apo-Sport in which tributes attempt to rescue poor, defenseless woodland 
creatures and earn prizes and glory.  Of course, this being Apogaea, success does not come quite so easily.  For there are 
several rabid gladiators defending the woodland creatures.  Their orders are to kill anyone trespassing into their realm.  They 
will use whatever means available to them to stop the intruders, including swords, battleaxes, and crossbows.  Think 
American Gladiators meets Katniss!

The top 32 players over the first three days will qualify to march in the parade and battle in the "Grand Tournament of Death" 
on Saturday From 1:00 pm until a champion is crowned!  Can you survive the Hippie Hunger Games? 

Pant-less Happy Hour 
3 PM – 5 PM
hosted by HATEbar
Pants are for Suckers.  We know you agree.  Happy hour daily, between 3 and 5 PM.  Those without pants will be served and 
then ridiculed.  Those with pants on will be ridiculed and then not be served. 

UFUG (Uniform Fire Use Guidelines) 
3:30 PM
@ Convergence
UFUG (Uniform Fire Use Guidelines) is happening once again!  You as a fire performer are required to check into and take a 
UFUG check props into Convergence and receive a wristband approving you to spin fire.  The workshops will be at 
Convergence Wednesday through Saturday everyday at 3:30 PM.  Please note you will not be allowed to spin fire at the 
festival without the approval of the Convergence team and a wristband proving your workshop completion.  Spin safe or don't 
spin at all! 

CampAlicious Happy Hour 
4 PM – 7 PM
Why limit happy to just one hour?  Join CampAlicious for warm welcomes, good conversations, and the Table of Perpetual 
Appetizers.  Contribute to the Table, the Booze Bar, or just enjoy what’s there. Wednesday, Thursday, & Friday from 4 PM – 7 
PM.  Or drop by after dark to warm your bottom in the Hot Seat, a functional art installation by Bobalicious. 

Opening Yoga 
5 PM – 6 PM
@ Center Camp Workshop Area
Opening yoga is all-levels yoga intended to both open you, and the space for a week of intentioned fun, growth, and 
exploration.  Get loosened up, connect with yourself and others, and start Apo off right! Pro-tip:  bring a yoga mat, a towel, a 
block and/or a water bottle, and an open heart! :-) 

Opening Night Party 
6 PM – 4 AM 
hosted by Geological Point of Interest
We'll get things rolling with a proper throw down on the first night at Apogaea!  Have a drink at the Spelunky Drunky, chill out 
at Dripstone or play in the Crystal Gardens! 



DJs in Animal Costumes 
6 PM – 8 PM
@ Center Camp Performance Stage
Live art, by Seeda.  Live DJ performances from Mad Dog, 20/20, Charcoal Cat, the Sharklops, Grymetyme, Nas-Ja, Lolo, 
Wetdreamz, Big Squid and special guests. 

MEOW

MEH

WEENIE ROAST:  Volunteer Appreciation Party
6 PM – 8 PM
hosted by Misfit Toys
Misfit Toys wants to thank all the volunteers who came early, started working early, or have worked hard all the way up to the 
event.  What better way than a WEENIE ROAST!  Stop by our camp for your free hot doggie; then stay and unwind with 
friends while watching cartoons in our stuffy cuddle puddle fort. 

Daily Psytrance Picketing 
6:04 PM
brought to you by DCPTW, Local 604
A call to all bearcats, bellbottoms, fly boys, tomatoes, and Real McCoys!  I don't know from nothing, but psytrance is the bees 
knees, and I'm stuck on it!  Your Local 604 psytrance union is planning to hit Apo on all sixes and give 'em an earful.  You're 
not a scab, are you?  Get on the level!  Meet daily starting Wednesday, 6/04 at 6:04 PM at the Narwhals juice joint for a 
spifficated time razzing the cabbage hats. Bring your best protest slogans, signs, and chants.  Righteous indignation to be 
provided.  We've got it, you get it, psytrance burns are copacetic!  Now Scram! 

Space Pirate Bar Unveiling  
7 PM – 8 PM
presented by The Narwhals
Our Narwhal Champion from 2013, Krolo, has created the Space Pirate Bar as his art contribution for Apogaea this year.  
This bar can be found serving libations in the Narwhal Bar, The Narwhals Go Balls Deep (last year please note, our bar was 
called "Just The Tip."  Please join us for the unveiling and presentation of our bar/work of art to get the Narwhals Camp 
started off with a bang.

The Good Old Naughty Days – Vintage Porn 
7:30 PM
hosted by Just Waiting on EWE – The Movie Camp
What was grandma and grandpa up to!!  Not shaving!  Come see our collection of vintage European porn from the 1900's to 
late 1940's.  18+ only allowed.

Opening Ceremony 
9 PM
brought to you by Apogaea Fire Conclave and Convergence
A parade of fire and lights will travel throughout the lands of Apogaea guiding participants to the Effigy for an open burn to all 
Apogaeans. 

Midnight Mimosas and Breakfast
11:45 PM – 1 AM
hosted by The Living Room
You made it!  Come celebrate the first day of Apo at The Living Room with a champagne toast!  We'll be serving mimosas 

from our bar around midnight.  Bonus points for rocking a Onesie! 



Thursday

The Narwhal Boobie Wall! 
midnight – 4 AM
Every night at the bar located in the camp, The Narwhals Go Balls Deep, we have a strict dress code policy that will be 
enforced (with floggers perhaps) of all bar inhabitants being topless after midnight.  Join us at midnight, every night, at the 
Narwhals' bar to have your boobies painted in UV reactive paint and please add your titties to our canvas that will amass an 
array of the finest painted breasts' impressions available at Apogaea!

Sunrise Meditation Salutation 
5:30 AM
brought to you by Universal Consciousness
Reset your mind, body and spirit for the new day.  Meet us at the Effigy (East neighborhood), on the high side.  Tell a friend.

If you play Bill Withers, I'm going to kill you. 
6 AM – noon
brought to you by Very Important Sleeping People 
If it's before noon, fuck your lovely day. 

Qigong Flow Workshop – Freestyle 
9 AM – 10 AM
@ Center Camp Workshop Area; Hosted by International Instructor, Master Trainer & Performing Artist Brian “Seraiah” Wood
Free your soul and express your heart through flowing, graceful and empowering movements.  Add these ancient healing 
series to your dance and move energy through rhythm meditation.  Learn elements of Qigong, Tai Chi and Kung Fu in a fun 
and open community vibe.  

Brian is leading the way as a visionary pioneer of natural fitness and holistic health.  Specializing in wellness, martial arts, 
music and dance, he is qualified to train professional and Olympic athletes.  His accredited certifications and credentials rank 
among the finest in the world.  He has gained respect as a leading expert in his field by uniting proven techniques and 
methods from Eastern and Western worlds.  Brian has practiced Qigong since 2003 and trained Medical Qigong in China 
(2008 & 2010) and Thailand, where he lived and taught at Buddhist Health Resort (2012-13).  Practices such as yoga, Lanna 
Fon Jeung and meditation balance his 28 years of martial arts experience focusing on styles such as Kung Fu, Muay Thai, 
Jiu-Jitsu and wrestling.  Love and light.  Bless. 

Hangover Recovery Yoga 
10 AM – 11 AM
@ Center Camp Workshop Area
Come get your twist on to recover and refresh your body and soul after a hard night of dancing and imbibing... and get 
loosened up and reset to go out and do it all over again!!  Hatha yoga for all abilities.  Don't be a newb – bring a mat!  A 
towel, block, and water bottle also are helpful! 

Kids Story Time in SoundPuddle 
10 AM – 11 AM
hosted by SoundPuddle in Electron Village
ATTENTION PARENTS!  Grab the kids and join us Thursday morning at 10 AM for an hour of story time in SoundPuddle.  
Children, as well as all children at heart, are warmly invited to come see classics.  Dr. Seuss, Shel Silverstein and more will 
come to life in this unique story-viewing experience.  Reading performed by volunteer host Periwinkle.

Make Your Own Practice Poi 
10 AM – 11:30 AM
hosted by (M)HK Camp
Back by popular demand, we will be giving instructions on how to make your own practice poi, followed by a 101 lesson on 
the basics of poi.  We will have a limited supply of tennis balls and socks.  If you want to make your practice poi softer and a 
little more "mistake friendly", bring along an old pair for cushioning.  If you have spare used tennis balls, bring them too!  Last 
year this workshop was held at Center Camp.  This year, it will be held at (M)HK Camp. 

Yarn Bomb 
10 AM – 11:30 AM
@ (M)HK Camp
So you've heard of the term "yarn bombing" but have no clue what it is, how it's done, or what makes it the latest form of 
urban gorilla art.  Join us at (M)HK camp each day between 10 AM – 11:30 AM to learn how to "yarn bomb" and actively 



participate in "bombing" our camp.  We will supply the yarn, needles, hooks and instruction.  You just bring your creative 
sense of adventure.

Bill Withers' Song “Lovely Day” to Start Your Morning  
11 AM
brought to you by The Story Portal
Join The Story Portal at 11 AM everyday of Apogaea 2014 to start your day off right with some dancing and connecting to Bill 
Withers' song 'Lovely Day'! 

Twerk off the PBRs with Wrenchard Simmons
11 AM – 11:30 AM
@ Center Camp
Get your fro on, your neon, and your happy on with a "workout" that probably won't leave you sweating as much as smiling.  
Richard Simmons is a man with the Burner spirit in his HEART, as much as his wardrobe.  Come twerk off the PBRs at 11:00 
AM in Center Camp, Wrenchard Simmons style!  This is not a workout for anyone who takes themselves too seriously.  This 
IS for you if you enjoy being ridiculous and could use a good twerk.

Sock Puppet Making 
11 AM – 12:30 PM
@ Center Camp Workshop Area
Come cover your hand with a new face in Play Camp's sock puppet making workshop.  Shaky eyes, fabrics, paints and other 
craft supplies are for you to create your custom sock puppet! 

Stories & Snuggles 
11 AM – noon
hosted by Misfit Toys
Remember the good ol' days of Kindergarten?  Nap time sounds divine now!  If it's too early to be coherent after a night of 
partying, stumble our way and we'll let you nap, snuggle and be read to just like elementary school.

Bring your blankie, your favorite stuffy friend ... or even a human friend or two!  Crawl into our stuffy cuddle puddle, get your 
snuggle on and enjoy listening to our animated, theatrical readings of story time classics.  After you've drifted back to 
consciousness from your power-nap with your teddy bear, stick around for snack time power up before another session of 
recess!

Families are welcome!  Our space is PG-13; all children under the age of 13 should be accompanied by a supervising, 
chaperoning, in-charge of the child, ADULT. 

Brunch 'n Beats 
11 AM – 2 PM
Swim on down to have brunch with the Narwhals! What's on the menu?! Vegan waffles (with a Gluten-Free option), groovy 
beats, and bubbly mimosas!

The Yellow Bar at Camp VAN Gogh 
11 AM – 5 PM
hosted by Camp VAN Gogh
The Yellow bar will be a utopian collective for artists to come drink, paint, and dance from 11AM – 5 PM every day!  The 
atmosphere will stimulate you through both creation and socialization, or drive you into a state of generalized delirium.  We 
will serve beer and mixed punch along with absinthe on the 37th of every hour in honor of the influential painter of the bar, 
and if you suffer acute psychosis we even have a safe place to store your ear!  Paint on the easels located in the bar and 
take your creation home to celebrate YOUR inner artist. 

LOVERS Presents:  Morning Mindfullness:  an Intention for the Day 
11:11 AM 
facilitated by Ian Welling and Glittaurus Von Dansalot 
Morning Mindfulness is held every morning starting around 11:11am.  This will last around an hour.  We will be setting 
positive and compassionate intentions for the day!  Come empty your mind and reach Nirvana! 



Arts Caravan Presents:  A Fucking Acro Jam 
11:30 AM – 1 PM
with the Fucking Unicorns
Join Arts Caravan and The Fucking Unicorns for a good ol' fashioned Acro Jam!

AcroYoga is a lovely mix of yoga, Thai massage, and acrobatics.  These combine to form a unique practice that cultivates 
trust, connection, and playfulness.  AcroYoga provides the space to explore positive and supportive relationships with an 
emphasis on honest, clear and compassionate communication.  All levels are welcome to join our informal jam to practice 
and play.  When working on something new please use accurate self-assessment and good spotting to keep this a fun and 
safe space.   

Apogaea Anonymous (12 Step Meetings)
noon
Everyday at noon at Apogaea Anonymous we will host a 12 Step recovery meeting for people of all different types of 12 Step 
fellowships, and people who are supportive of loved ones in recovery, to attend.  We welcome everyone recovering from their 
addictions to join us in the fellowship of the spirit, as we trudge the road of happy destiny. 

Kids Rave! 
noon – 1 PM
@ Geological Point of Interest
Time to get your dance on!  Come on over to GPOI and enjoy some kid friendly grooves in the afternoon.  Children 10 and 
under must be accompanied by a parent or guardian.

Primal Chanting
noon – 1 PM
hosted by SoundPuddle in Electron Village with volunteer host Periwinkle
Primal chanting is an unscripted chant, utilizing varying sounds chosen by participants.  Individuals unite into one voice, as 
we use the power of sound to elevate the energy within and around us.  Join us, Saturday at noon.  There will be two sets, 
the first 30 minutes will focus on spiritual healing and the last 30 minutes will focus on physical healing. 

Contacting the Dark 
noon – 2 PM
@ Center Camp Stage
Contacting the Dark is a lightly structured environment where movement, touch, and vocalization are freed of the constraints 
of vision, verbalization, and social radar.  It is a group somatic sensory exploration where you are encouraged to rediscover 
the joy of shared, creative, and body based play.

Contacting the Dark is an easy entrance to the soft-touch and nourishment that can happen in Contact Improvisation.  It is 
practiced blindfolded within a container that is designed to provide a sense of safety.  There is a richness of experience that 
can come when all participants are blindfolded that is profoundly satisfying. 

Mohawk Salon – Follicular Lines of Convergence 
noon – 2 PM
@ Center Camp Stage
Are you tired of your current 'do?  Have you always wanted that sleek, punk hairstyle but were looking for a way to try it out 
first?  Come and get a mohawk cut, trimmed or styled by Madalene at Center Camp.  Madalene will be providing mohawks, 
bi-hawks, tri-hawks, lady-hawkes, and reverse hawks.  Hair is temporary, so why not try the easy-care, sharp-looking 
mohawk?  Converge upon your head a sleek line of awesomeness!

RECESS!
noon – 2 PM
hosted by Misfit Toys
Misfit Toys invites you to leave the adult world behind and be a kid again!  We will be hosting recess in the afternoons.  In 
between your volunteer shifts, or on your way to the next camp's shindig, stop by and make time to play again!

Complete with child-like, fast changing, nonsensical rules, and recess favorites like Red Rover, Freeze Tag, Red Light/Green 
Light, etc.  Misfit Toys aims to recreate your childhood favorite at its silliest.  Our referees and umpires will lead the games, 
break up fights and patrol the playground to make sure you have ridiculous amounts of FUN!

Families are welcome! Our space is PG-13; all children under the age of 13 should be accompanied by a supervising, 
chaperoning, in-charge of the child, ADULT.



Camp Wardrobe MalFUNKtion 
noon – 4 PM
Open for shopping and our ongoing runway fashion show.  Get costumed by our fashion technicians then saunter down our 
runway to the pulsating, gyrating beats of our stellar DJ's.  Also featuring our roaming crew of fashion police.  Citation 
recipients will be taken into custody for makeovers. 

Awakening Mindfulness with Dynamic Meditation 
12:30 PM – 2 PM
@ Center Camp Workshop Area
We will consciously devote 90 minutes for deep healing self care, utilizing the dynamic meditation practices of the 
enlightened masters, combining the best practices from Buddhism, Yoga, Taoism and more for "Natural Awakening."  We will 
breathe and chant through the Bija Mantras of each Chakra, then practice the techniques taught by Guatama Buddha called 
"Awakening Mindfulness" when we meditate on each of the 4 Foundations of Mindfulness:  1) Mindfulness of BODY 2) 
Mindfulness of FEELINGS 3) Mindfulness of CONSCIOUSNESS 4) Mindfulness of MENTAL CONSTRUCTS.  This process 
is a powerful mastery practice that encourages natural awakening in the nervous system, shifting perceptual frameworks and 
re-energizing the mind and body.  Meditation is medicine.  This is an act of self-love and personal evolution.  Come join the 
fun.  Come join in Union with your highest and best self. 

LOVERS Presents:  Tantric Putje 
1 PM – 2 PM
by QueenBe
A safe sensuous sacred ceremony celebrating connection and intimacy through sharing and touch.  Bring an open heart and 
an open mind.  This is an interactive ceremony in which everyone gets to learn about Tantra, and most importantly apply 
techniques and deeply connect.  1.5 hours 
 

Shiny Christmas Balls:  A How-To Guide 
1 PM – 2 PM
hosted by Camp Fuckin' Classy
Come craft porn-aments with Camp Fuckin' Classy!  Bring your own porn or take your chance in the mystery box!  Not 
suggested for children under 18 due to small pieces, alcohol, and PORN. 

Sound Resonance Yoga 
1 PM – 2 PM
hosted by The BeatWomb
Allow Phoenix to bring you to a state of Nirvana!  Through a Vinyasa yoga session followed by Sound Resonance Therapy 
during Savasana, you'll reach pure body-mind-spirit bliss.  Sound Resonance Therapy involves the use of harmonic 
resonance using the aboriginal instrument, the didgeridoo.  Don't miss this medicine for your soul at The BeatWomb!  Stay 
close to dance to a set by NumiNative just after yoga ends. 

WTF is Lumenexus? 
1 PM – 2 PM
@ Electron Village
This art grant funded interactive electronic sculpture emerges from mathematically defined minimal surface geometry, and 
intensive mechanical and electrical engineering.  Come by to learn about its design, fabrication, and interaction.

Listening Party hosted by MC Grandpa
1 PM – 3 PM
@ Geological Point of Interest
Bring your favorite music/song down to Geological Point of Interest to hear it on the big sound system.  Be sure to tell 
Grandpa how he's not effectively managing the dispersion of people from his lawn.  CD's, Vinyl or 1/8" out devices (such as 
mp3 players) will be supported.  Please only bring high quality formats, no low quality mp3's or youtube rips.  Any genre 
allowed, but your selection can be boo'd off. 

DJ Masterclass 
1 PM – 4 PM
brought to you by Where The Party's At
Feel like your DJ skills could use some upgrading?  Come practice on our open decks and get friendly criticism from your 
peers.  Feel like your DJ skills are nonpareil?  Come gift your abilities by sharing friendly criticism with DJs looking for 
comments.  We'll provide a sound system, mixer and (if you want them) CDJs.  You bring your laptop, controller, and/or CDs.  
All levels and ages welcome, but we require certain minimums of maturity and sobriety.



The Hippie Hunger Games 
1 PM – 4 PM
The Hippie Hunger Games is an interactive Apo-Sport in which tributes attempt to rescue poor, defenseless woodland 
creatures and earn prizes and glory.  Of course, this being Apogaea, success does not come quite so easily.  For there are 
several rabid gladiators defending the woodland creatures.  Their orders are to kill anyone trespassing into their realm.  They 
will use whatever means available to them to stop the intruders, including swords, battleaxes, and crossbows.  Think 
American Gladiators meets Katniss!

The top 32 players over the first three days will qualify to march in the parade and battle in the "Grand Tournament of Death" 
on Saturday From 1:00 PM until a champion is crowned!  Can you survive the Hippie Hunger Games? 

Craftorium Workshops:  Bejazzle All The Things 
1 PM – 5 PM
brought to you by Camp VAN gogh
Come put some blang in that thang!  We will have all you need to bejewel, vajazzle, facejazzle, CUP-jazzle, ass-jazzle... and 
well, really anything else you can think of.  (We will bejazzle it, you have to trim the hedges.)

B.A.T.S. 
2 PM – 3 PM
brought to you by Camp Chaotic Love; @ Center Camp Workshop Area
Are you new to Apogaea, or to the burner community?  Have a question but were too shy or intimidated to ask?  Just want to 
hear a story?  Well we are HERE for you.  Spot a bat with something bat on their person and they are willing to answer your 
questions or make a friend and talk.  We will have a workshop for Newbies to listen to a "tribal elder" that will tell you stories 
and fill your head with shifting views.  Safe environment, safe conversation.  All BATS should attend.  Also, look for BATS 
throughout Apo during the entire event.

Burner Awareness Team Sponsors (BATS) Mentoring System.  Radical self reliance is a principle but first must be
considered a goal.  Some motivated individuals that are considering attending Apogaea for the first time have voiced that 
they are nervous to participate and would appreciate some mentoring.  At Camp Chaotic Love, we would like to launch the 
BATS system.  A sponsor’s task is to mentor someone wanting mentoring.  

Cookies 'n Milk at A Mother's Love 
2 PM – 3 PM
Visit A Mother’s Love and relive your childhood with a tasty homemade cookie and an ice cold cup of milk.  BYOMug.  Soy, 
Coconut, and Lactose Free varieties available.  Cookie choices will also include Vegan, Sugar Free, and Gluten Free. 

Finger Knitting 101 
2 PM – 3 PM
hosted by  (M)HK Camp
Come join your hosts, Millie and Bronwyn, for a class on the art of fingering knitting.  No previous experience is necessary.  
We will have yarn for you to use.  You just need to bring your fingers!  This is a kid friendly event. 

Ask the Knitting/Crochet Gurus for Help 
2 PM – 4 PM
hosted by (M)HK Camp
Come by and get some knitting/crochet help from your friendly burner yarn enthusiasts.  If you don't need help, bring your 
knitting/spinning/crochet along and just sit and hang out with us.  This is a kid friendly, although not kid focused event. 

Camp Amalgamation Big-Azz Solar Cooked Cookies 
2 PM – 4 PM
Please stop by Camp Amalgamation and enjoy a cookie or two on us!  We've hauled up this big-azz solar oven, from which 
will be delivered all manner of delicious baked goods.  As long as the sun holds out we'll probably continue offering 
deliciousness to all citizens for as long our ingredients hold out.  If you would like to bring your own bake-ables to throw in the 
oven, just let us know! 

Putt Putt and Prom Dresses:  An Afternoon Affair 
2 PM – 5 PM
hosted by Glamp Camp
BYO prom dress or you can borrow one of ours.  Come dressed in your playa best and play a game of Putt Putt Golf... Our 
Miniature golf course is out of this world and just might make you shake your booty or whisk you away to the tropics.  Choose 
your very own one of a kind dazzling designer golf club and blinged out ball. 



Prehistoric Costume Party 
2 PM – 7 PM
hosted by Misfit Toys
Calling all Cavemen, Dinos, and pteradactyls!  Channel your inner caveman and join Misfit Toys for a costume dance party!  
Before the party our crew of shenaniganators will be teaching you fly dance moves to help bring out your inner, silly child.  
We will be teaching you classics such as the cabbage patch, the sprinkler, the washing machine and even the dino stomp!  
Community DJs will be dropping beats to inspire all your epic dance moves!  When you're all worn out, visit our hydration 
station for a power up!

Families are welcome!  Our space is PG-13; all children under the age of 13 should be accompanied by a supervising, 
chaperoning, in-charge of the child, ADULT. 

Xilla's Originals – Acoustic Performance 
2:30 PM – 3:30 PM
@ Center Camp Performance Stage
I have 25 years of original acoustic guitar and vocal ballads that I would be honored to share with our community. 

Wonder Woman Parade 
2:30 PM – 4 PM
meeting at Center Camp
We are all Wonder Women!  Come join us in your best Wonder Woman costume, as we will meet at Center Camp at 2:30 PM 
on Thursday, and then by 2:45 PM, start a parade around Apogaea to celebrate what makes us wonderful.  Bring items to 
give to kids on the parade route - or just prepare your best muscle pose! 

Dino Tail Giveaway Round 1
3 PM
@ Dinos for Life

The BeatWomb Presents:  NumiNative 
3 PM – 4 PM
Come dance!  NumiNative is an interdisciplinary collaboration of modern DJing and live worldly instrumentation.  Bringing 
native sounds to the EDM world, NumiNative is an Eastern-inspired electronic duo from Boulder, CO.  David DeVine and 
Phoenix Clay Michael fuse 21st century sophistication with ancient instrumentation including tabla, flute, doumbek and 
didgeridoo.  Get your groove on at The BeatWomb dome! 

DIY Bicycle Flog Class 
3 PM – 4 PM
brought to you by Martin and the Narwhals in The Narwhal Chill Dome
Learn to make your own special flog out of recycled bike tubes, electrical tape, and a handle.  These flogs are easy to make, 
mostly up-cycled, A TON OF FUN, and just right on the bum!  Come by with any of your friends who might desire a flogging, 
and we'll supply the rest.

LOVERS Presents:  Consent and Clarity 
3 PM – 4 PM
Written by members of BED
Participants – who range across the spectrum of gender, race, age, sexual orientation, and sexual predilection – learn about 
how to identify and express their own desires and boundaries in a sexual interaction as well as how to ask about and honor 
their partners' desires and boundaries.  They learn the problems with assuming sexual consent based on physical “cues,” 
including the fact that many people freeze when they perceive their partner’s behavior as a transgression of their boundaries, 
and the fact that people misread nonverbal signals routinely.  Participants get the opportunity to practice a new approach of 
negotiating sex verbally with others.  They get to enact strategies for how to make explicit consent sexy and fun.  

Circus Vogue – Gestural Figure Drawing with Pixie 
3 PM – 4:30 PM
presented by Arts Caravan @ Center Camp Workshop Area
Come to the workshop area at Center Camp and join Pixie and figure model extraordinaire Tarena of 'Arts Caravan' to 
explore the anatomical understructure and the amazing adornment that is circus with gestural figure drawing.  A gesture is a 
pose, an emotion described through a body position.  Gesture drawing allows the artist to achieve many, loose, and 
expressive drawings within a short session.  Skilled artisans and novices welcome for a laid back hour and a half circus 
figure drawing exploration where artists try their hat as models, teachers, and learners.
Provided Materials: newsprint, drawing boards, charcoal, conte, and graphite.  Also various character enhancing 
accouterments including but not limited to mustaches, glasses, noses, and hats.



Wierdo Bingo 
3 PM – 4:30 PM
hosted by The Living Room
This Bingo is freaking me out, man.  Come play Bingo at The Living Room - We'll all try our best to act normal.

Pant-less Happy Hour
3 PM – 5 PM
hosted by HATEbar
Pants are for Suckers.  We know you agree.  Happy hour daily, between 3 and 5 PM.  Those without pants will be served and 
then ridiculed.  Those with pants on will be ridiculed and then not be served. 

UFUG (Uniform Fire Use Guidelines) 
3:30 PM
@ Convergence
UFUG (Uniform Fire Use Guidelines) is happening once again!  You as a fire performer are required to check into and take a 
UFUG check props into Convergence and receive a wristband approving you to spin fire.  The workshops will be at 
Convergence Wednesday through Saturday everyday at 3:30 PM.  Please note you will not be allowed to spin fire at the 
festival without the approval of the Convergence team and a wristband proving your workshop completion.  Spin safe or don't 
spin at all! 

Musical Monalicious 
3:30 PM – 4:15 PM
@ Center Camp Performance Stage
Hello- My name is Monalicious!  I write and preform songs for the soul and would love to share with you all the best way I 
know how!  Here is a link to some of my songs if your interested:  Facebook.com/MonaMagnoMusic 

Movement for Fire-spinners, Musicians, & Circus Performers 
4 PM – 5:30 PM
presented by Arts Caravan @ the Fucking Unicorns
Join Ken A. of Arts Caravan at The Fucking Unicorns Camp to explore flow.  What's the difference between fire-spinning and 
fire-dancing?  How can you take your own play to a higher level?  The answer:  artistic and creative expression!  Music!  
Dance!  Moving both your favorite toy AND your body with rhythm and style!

Open to everyone, this workshop is specifically designed for fire-spinners, jugglers, musicians, and other performance artists 
– whether you do it now or just want to someday.  Come add more spice to your spinning, hotness to your hooping, mojo to 
your music, and juice to your juggling!  A fun and very interactive workshop to help expand your creativity and make your 
performing even more interesting, fun, creative, dramatic, beautiful, and exciting – for both your audience AND for you.  
Come dressed to play, learn, and move.  Bring your favorite kind of performance toy (non-fragile) - - if you don’t have one, 
we’ll have something you can borrow. 

CampAlicious Happy Hour 
4 PM – 7 PM
Why limit happy to just one hour?  Join CampAlicious for warm welcomes, good conversations, and the Table of Perpetual 
Appetizers.  Contribute to the Table, the Booze Bar, or just enjoy what’s there.  Wednesday, Thursday, & Friday from 4 PM – 
7 PM.  Or drop by after dark to warm your bottom in the Hot Seat, a functional art installation by Bobalicious. 

Grope Meditation 
4:30 PM – 5 PM
hosted by Shangri-LaLa
During the excess that is Apogaea, relaxation and inner focus are especially important.  Meditating with others heightens the 
experience, usually inducing more of the calming and centering energy into all involved.  This is really a guided group 
meditation.  Remember, grope only with permission. 

How Do Didgeridoos Do What They Do? with Jakare 
4:30 PM – 5:30 PM
presented by Arts Caravan @ Center Camp Workshop Area
Join Jakare of Arts Caravan in the Center Camp Workshop to explore the world of Didgeridoos.  Ever wondered how such 
strange sounds come from a hollow log?  Come and learn to play the didgeridoo.  We will have a bunch of didgs available for 
everyone to use to learn.  We’ll hoot and holler and get in touch with our roots.  I’ll rope in some of the other didg players in 
the community to help me teach folks.  We can have a little lecture but one on one and just trying it out are going to be the 
best ways for folks to learn. 



LOVERS Presents:  A Polyamory Community Discussion 
4:30 PM – 6 PM
A little curious about the polyamory or swinger lifestyle?  Want to be a part of a fun discussion about the polyamory lifestyle?  
Come join a community discussion about the ins and outs, relationship twists, good points and difficult points.  Active 
polyamorists are welcome, as well as polycurious and monogamous folks and everyone in between! 

Chilled Monkey Brains 
5 PM – 7:30 PM
hosted by Camp Chaotic Love @ main stage area
Chilled Monkey Brains is a session of invited talks.  It offers people the opportunity to share their awesome "real world" 
projects with the Apogaea community.  Imagine "TED™ talks for burners".  The primary goal of Chilled Monkey Brains is to 
cultivate an ongoing intellectual environment within Apogaea and nurture new friendships and possible collaboration between 
like-minded individuals.  Chilled Monkey Brains is sure to get the stale parts of your mind tingling!  Come be the most 
awesomest burnerest audience!  Come talk about your Apo project, professional project, or artistic project.

Crossing the Event Horizon – The Singularity Archetype and Human Metamorphosis
5:30 PM – 8 PM
@ Center Camp Performance Stage
Crossing the Event Horizon provides evidence that we are, both individually and collectively, hurtling toward an evolutionary 
event horizon.  Using the tools of Jungian psychology, the nature of the singularity is defined by its myriad manifestations 
emerging from the collective unconscious.  These include dreams, motifs and themes found in art, science fiction and fantasy 
literature and films, religious cults, and the paranormal, especially near-death experiences and UFO encounters.  Key 
aspects of the Singularity Archetype include:  “Logos Beheld” (visually comprehended linguistic intent often associated with a 
collective telepathic network), Homo gestalt (a new species where individuality is conserved but also telepathically 
networked), and a parallelism between the individual event horizon of death and eschaton (the collective event horizon of the 
species).  Apocalypticism is analyzed as an example of the Singularity Archetype pathologizing.  A study of the Heaven’s 
Gate saucer/suicide cult illustrates what can happen when people become possessed by the Singularity Archetype and are 
driven by it into delusory projections.  The Singularity Archetype is viewed apocalyptically by the ego, and as a transcendent 
evolutionary event by the Self, and the duality of these views is explored in many examples.  The evolutionary origins of the 
ego and its metamorphosis as it approaches the event horizon are explored.  Evolutionary theory, which relates to the 
Singularity Archetype through a number of dynamic paradoxes, is discussed.  Many popular books and movies are analyzed 
as permutations of the Singularity Archetype, including:  Avatar, Childhood’s End, Village of the Damned, Powder, and 2001: 
A Space Odyssey. 
 

Polyamory Mingle 
6 PM – 7 PM
hosted by LOVERS
Come meet members of your community that are interested in, or are actively participating in a polyamory lifestyle! 

Folk-chno Revival featuring Dr. Scotch's Happy Hour 
6 PM – 10 PM
hosted by Comfortably Gnome
Folk-chno Revival – A blended intermix of sound and inspiration – conceptualized purely to exhilarate and stimulate your 
prefrontal cortex.  From deep inside the citadel of mischief, Comfortably Gnome presents Folk-chno Revival, a music festival 
inside a music festival.  We play music of the soul!  A refuge from the deluge of the twerk'n'grind; it's a place to sink deeply 
into funky rhythms so you may dance cuz yur booty can't help it!  Bring a single malt to share – Dr. Scotch says don't forget 
your cup, get yo' junk out yo' trunk, and get down get funky to the sick sounds of Dubl D. 

Daily Psytrance Picketing 
6:04 PM
brought to you by DCPTW, Local 604
A call to all bearcats, bellbottoms, fly boys, tomatoes, and Real McCoys!  I don't know from nothing, but psytrance is the bees 
knees, and I'm stuck on it!  Your Local 604 psytrance union is planning to hit Apo on all sixes and give 'em an earful.  You're 
not a scab, are you?  Get on the level!  Meet daily starting Wednesday, 6/04 at 6:04 PM at the Narwhals juice joint for a 
spifficated time razzing the cabbage hats.  Bring your best protest slogans, signs, and chants.  Righteous indignation to be 
provided.  We've got it, you get it, psytrance burns are copacetic!  Now Scram! 

Apostar Climactiaca Thursday Launch Party 
7 PM – midnight
The Apostar Climactica crashed just before you freaks showed up; by Thursday we should be ready to start the engines 
again.  Come by for DJs and drinks from outta this world.  We heard about your pirates and your spacey camp, but we are 
the real deal, SPACE PIRATES!!!! are here prepare to be probed deeply as we collect all the booty Apo has to offer and then 
some. 



Gemini Birthday Party! 
7 PM – 4 AM
hosted by The Narwhals
All Gemini birthdays come celebrate with the multiple Gemini Narwhals who will be DJing, topless bartending after midnight, 
and leading all sorts of other Gemini shenanigans throughout this epic birthday celebration.  Special Guest DJ's thanks to 
GPOI!

Pandamonium 
8 PM – 5 AM
hosted by The Story Portal
Calling all pandas!!!  Join The Story Portal for a PANDAMONIUS takeover of Apogaea!  Gather at The Story Portal to share 
your pandaliscious stories and self.  Tell such greats as 'Bamboozled'!  Then its on mother fuckers!  We wreak havoc on 
these unsuspecting humans.  They think we're sweet and cuddly, but little do they know.  Score bamboo from hippies, storm 
the Dunderdome and plan half-ass uncoordinated attacks on dance parties.  Or lay around in a panda pile - whatever. 

Animal Name Game 
9 PM – 10 PM
hosted by SoundPuddle in Electron Village with volunteer host Periwinkle
MEET YOUR NEIGHBORS - Enter SoundPuddle for a fantastically loud game designed to help people get acquainted.  We 
all know learning people’s names can be hard, but not at SoundPuddle!  Come see how much fun it can be when you add 
loud animal sounds to the mix. 

SoundPuddle Mixtap 
10 PM – 11 PM
@ Electron Village
The SoundPuddle is a space intended for live interaction with acoustic sounds that you create... but for one hour we'll be 
playing pre-recorded songs for a sonospectral tour of musical genres.  From jazz to metal, experience a specially selected 
smörgåsbord of synthetic stimulation.

Artistic Movement for Firespinners, Musicians, & Circus Players Fire Jam 
10 PM – 11:30 PM
presented by Arts Caravan with the Fucking Unicorns
Join Ken A and Pixie of Arts Caravan for a continuation of Artistic Movement for Firespinners, Musicians, & Circus Players.  
For those who participated in the movement workshop earlier in the day we will have a 1½  hour fire/ movement jam at the 
Fucking Unicorns Camp from 10-11:30 PM!  Workshop participants will share spinner, and safety rotations to have an 
opportunity to share your enhanced rhythm and style with the community.

Note **This is a movement OR fire jam (so you do not have to spin fire) for WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS ONLY!!**  
Convergence approved fire props are mandatory for ALL FIRE SPINNING at Apo!!  Please come dressed in natural fibers 
and wear hair protection if you will be spinning fire.  Bring your favorite kind of performance toy. 

Musician's Time In SoundPuddle 
11 PM – 1 AM
@ Electron Village
Watching talented musicians play inside of SoundPuddle is a special experience.  This is a time reserved for those who 
practice an instrument.  Jam and mingle with fellow musicians, or just stop by to see live music translated into beautiful color 
and light.

Rocky Horror Picture Show 
11:45 PM – 2 AM
hosted by Just Waiting on EWE – The Movie Camp
Bring out your inner Frankfurter!!  Come dressed to impress and sing and act along with the movie.  If you have never seen 
it, no problem either we will have a special part just for you.  LNT event so please no toast or toilet paper.



Friday

The Narwhal Boobie Wall! 
midnight – 4 AM
Every night at the bar located in the camp, The Narwhals Go Balls Deep, we have a strict dress code policy that will be 
enforced (with floggers perhaps) of all bar inhabitants being topless after midnight.  Join us at midnight, every night, at the 
Narwhals' bar to have your boobies painted in UV reactive paint and please add your titties to our canvas that will amass an 
array of the finest painted breasts' impressions available at Apogaea!

Sunrise Meditation Salutation 
5:30 AM
brought to you by Universal Consciousness
Reset your mind, body and spirit for the new day.  Meet us at the Effigy (East neighborhood), on the high side.  Tell a friend.

Dawn Mimosas and Pink Floyd 
5:30 AM – 8 AM
hosted by HATEbar
Ease into your Friday with dawn mimosas and the relaxing sounds of Pink Floyd at HATEbar.  Mimosas start flowing around 
5:30 or 6 AM.  For this one event, the HATE will be provided on a strict by-request-only basis. 

Sunrise Silent White Procession 
5:30 AM – 9 AM
with the Temple Guardians and Temple Build Crew
Let's walk together from our burn barrels, our tents, our domes, and our singular groups to create something bigger.  We will 
meet at the Temple for Sunrise, dressed in white.  We will honor new beginnings, and celebrate the new day.  Bring your 
crystals, your singing bowls, your sage, and most importantly, bring YOU.  No amplified sound, this is sacred Temple time.  
~ Blessings ~

If you play Bill Withers, I'm going to kill you.
6 AM – noon
brought to you by Very Important Sleeping People
If it's before noon, fuck your lovely day. 

Your Life and Astrology:  A Conversation 
9AM – 11AM 
@ Center Camp Workshop Area
Are you connected to the universe?  Are there cycles to our lives?  What can the study of astrology reveal about your life?  
Come have a 20 to 30 minute conversation that brings your experience together with astrological lore and see what happens. 

Tikidaddy Acoustic 
10AM – 11AM 
@ Center Camp Performance Stage
Songs for burners

Phoenix Solo Set
10 AM – 11:30
hosted by The BeatWomb
In this sunrise set, Phoenix will live loop native instrumentation including singing, chanting, doumbek, didgeridoo, guitar, 
mandolin, flute, tabla and piano to create a super chill sonic landscape for your morning in the mountains.  Stop by The 
BeatWomb dome for a low-volume delight of the auditory sense! 

Yarn Bomb
10 AM – 11:30 AM
@ (M)HK Camp
So you've heard of the term "yarn bombing" but have no clue what it is, how it's done, or what makes it the latest form of 
urban gorilla art.  Join us at (M)HK camp each day between 10 AM – 11:30 AM to learn how to "yarn bomb" and actively 
participate in "bombing" our camp.  We will supply the yarn, needles, hooks and instruction.  You just bring your creative 
sense of adventure.



Fractal Pancakes 
10 AM – 4 PM
hosted by SoundPuddle @ The Narwhals
Join the SoundPuddle crew and the Narwhals as they come together to enjoy another psychedelic brunch party - now 
featuring even more psytrance music and pancakes than last year!  Come prepared to dance, trance, and eat like a whale! 
SoundPuddle will cook up a mean mimosa breakfast, while the Narwhal DJs and friends melt your face off and destroy your 
dancing knees with their twisted techno noises.  NOTE: This is a BYOF (Fractal) party.  We have everything else covered - in 
syrupy awesomeness!

Bill Withers' Song “Lovely Day” to Start Your Morning  
11 AM
brought to you by The Story Portal
Join The Story Portal at 11 AM everyday of Apogaea 2014 to start your day off right with some dancing and connecting to Bill 
Withers' song 'Lovely Day'! 

Qigong Flow Workshop – Kids and Family 
11AM – noon 
@ Center Camp Workshop Area; Hosted by International Instructor, Master Trainer & Performing Artist Brian “Seraiah” Wood
Learn simple and fun movements while releasing the inner child to shine love and light from within.  Embrace elements from 
nature and cosmic energies while connecting to heart and soul. 

Brian is leading the way as a visionary pioneer of natural fitness and holistic health.  Specializing in wellness, martial arts, 
music and dance, he is qualified to train professional and Olympic athletes.  His accredited certifications and credentials rank 
among the finest in the world.  He has gained respect as a leading expert in his field by uniting proven techniques and 
methods from Eastern and Western worlds.  Brian has practiced Qigong since 2003 and trained Medical Qigong in China 
(2008 & 2010) and Thailand, where he lived and taught at Buddhist Health Resort (2012-13).  Practices such as yoga, Lanna 
Fon Jeung and meditation balance his 28 years of martial arts experience focusing on styles such as Kung Fu, Muay Thai, 
Jiu-Jitsu and wrestling.  Love and light.  Bless. 

Stories & Snuggles 
11 AM – noon
hosted by Misfit Toys
Remember the good ol' days of Kindergarten?  Nap time sounds divine now!  If it's too early to be coherent after a night of 
partying, stumble our way and we'll let you nap, snuggle and be read to just like elementary school.

Bring your blankie, your favorite stuffy friend ... or even a human friend or two!  Crawl into our stuffy cuddle puddle, get your 
snuggle on and enjoy listening to our animated, theatrical readings of story time classics.  After you've drifted back to 
consciousness from your power-nap with your teddy bear, stick around for snack time power up before another session of 
recess!  Families are welcome!  Our space is PG-13; all children under the age of 13 should be accompanied by a 
supervising, chaperoning, in-charge of the child, ADULT. 

Apogaea History Workshop 
11AM – 12:30 PM 
@ Center Camp Performance Stage
Much the same as last year, a roundtable open forum type discussion with some of the founders of Apogaea.  Talking about 
its roots, history, challenges and sustainable growth up to this point. 

Hoop It Forward Hoop Decorating Workshop 
11 AM – 1 PM
hosted by the Fucking Unicorns
Hoop It Forward will be sponsoring its annual Hoop Decorating Workshop at the Fucking Unicorns Camp on Friday from 
11:00 AM till 1 PM!  Bring your inner creative child (and children!), beautiful swiveling hips and decorate a hoop to jam out at 
Apo and to take home after the event.  Tape, hula hoops and funky beats will be provided for your hoop decorating pleasure.

The Yellow Bar at Camp VAN Gogh 
11 AM – 5 PM
hosted by Camp VAN Gogh
The Yellow Bar will be a utopian collective for artists to come drink, paint, and dance from 11 AM – 5 PM every day!  The 
atmosphere will stimulate you through both creation and socialization, or drive you into a state of generalized delirium.  We 
will serve beer and mixed punch along with absinthe on the 37th of every hour in honor of the influential painter of the bar, 
and if you suffer acute psychosis we even have a safe place to store your ear!  Paint on the easels located in the bar and 
take your creation home to celebrate YOUR inner artist.



LOVERS Presents:  Morning Mindfullness:  an Intention for the Day 
11:11 AM 
facilitated by Ian Welling and Glittaurus Von Dansalot 
Morning Mindfulness is held every morning starting around 11:11 AM.  This will last around an hour.  We will be setting 
positive and compassionate intentions for the day!  Come empty your mind and reach Nirvana! 

Apogaea Anonymous (12 Step Meetings)
noon
Everyday at noon at Apogaea Anonymous we will host a 12 Step recovery meeting for people of all different types of 12 Step 
fellowships, and people who are supportive of loved ones in recovery, to attend.  We welcome everyone recovering from their 
addictions to join us in the fellowship of the spirit, as we trudge the road of happy destiny. 

RECESS!
noon – 2 PM
hosted by Misfit Toys
Misfit Toys invites you to leave the adult world behind and be a kid again!  We will be hosting recess in the afternoons.  In 
between your volunteer shifts, or on your way to the next camp's shindig, stop by and make time to play again!

Complete with child-like, fast changing, nonsensical rules, and recess favorites like Red Rover, Freeze Tag, Red Light/Green 
Light, etc.  Misfit Toys aims to recreate your childhood favorite at its silliest.  Our referees and umpires will lead the games, 
break up fights and patrol the playground to make sure you have ridiculous amounts of FUN!

Families are welcome! Our space is PG-13; all children under the age of 13 should be accompanied by a supervising, 
chaperoning, in-charge of the child, ADULT.

Transformation by Burning 
noon – 2 PM 
@ Center Camp Workshop Area
Tips and tricks from an old hand on how to get the most for your soul from the burns, and from life...how to deprogram 
yourself from all the crap the human race thinks is true. 

Youth Squirt Gun War 
noon – 2 PM
Are you ready to get soggy?  Meet us near the effigy at 12:00 and we'll start a mini water war.  Guns and water will be 
provided, all we need is kids!  Grab a gun, empty it, bring it back and we'll hand you another one already full and ready to go. 
Let's get silly!  Children 10 and under must be accompanied by a parent or guardian. 

Camp Wardrobe MalFUNKtion 
noon – 4 PM
Open for shopping and our ongoing runway fashion show.  Get costumed by our fashion technicians then saunter down our 
runway to the pulsating, gyrating beats of our stellar DJs.  Also featuring our roaming crew of fashion police.  Citation 
recipients will be taken into custody for makeovers. 

Arts Caravan Presents:  Bellydance Movement 
12:30 PM – 2 PM
presented by Tarena
Join Tarena of Arts Caravan in moving through the sacred rhythm patterns and isolations of Middle Eastern music and dance. 
Implement these dance forms into your life using proper posture and creating self-body awareness along the way.  Everyone 
loves to dance!  Why not learn an ancient dance form right here in our own community!?  I enjoy working with others and 
bringing focus to what isolations and postures to use in order to learn basic belly dance moves.  Men and women of all ages 
are welcome. 

Jellyfish Making Extravaganza 
1 PM – 2 PM
hosted by The Narwhals and Their Calves (Children)
Paint your own jellyfish and hang it to dry in the jellyfish cove! Once it's ready, it's yours to take home!  Supplies provided, all 
ages welcome.  This will be occurring the Narwhal Chill Dome.



LOVERS Presents:  Cock Project Live Forum 
1 PM – 2:30 PM
by QueenBe
The mission of The Cock Project is to inspire men to vulnerably share their perception of male sexuality, re-writing the cultural 
standard of how men relate to women and men by realizing their inherent commonality.  The live forum is an opportunity for 
men to share stories around their sexuality in the presence of men and women.  1.5 hours 

DJ Masterclass 
1 PM – 4 PM
brought to you by Where The Party's At
Feel like your DJ skills could use some upgrading?  Come practice on our open decks and get friendly criticism from your 
peers.  Feel like your DJ skills are nonpareil?  Come gift your abilities by sharing friendly criticism with DJs looking for 
comments.  We'll provide a sound system, mixer and (if you want them) CDJs.  You bring your laptop, controller, and/or CDs.  
All levels and ages welcome, but we require certain minimums of maturity and sobriety.

The Hippie Hunger Games 
1 PM – 4 PM
The Hippie Hunger Games is an interactive Apo-Sport in which tributes attempt to rescue poor, defenseless woodland 
creatures and earn prizes and glory.  Of course, this being Apogaea, success does not come quite so easily.  For there are 
several rabid gladiators defending the woodland creatures.  Their orders are to kill anyone trespassing into their realm.  They 
will use whatever means available to them to stop the intruders, including swords, battleaxes, and crossbows.  Think 
American Gladiators meets Katniss!

The top 32 players over the first three days will qualify to march in the parade and battle in the "Grand Tournament of Death" 
on Saturday From 1:00 PM until a champion is crowned!  Can you survive the Hippie Hunger Games? 

Craftorium Workshops:  Body Painting Jam 
1 PM – 5 PM
brought to you by Camp VAN gogh
Get naked and paint!  Or just paint, that's okay too. 

The Return of the Dong Gong Show 
1 PM – 5 PM 
@ Center Camp Stage
In 2011, Theme Camp Luminous Flux brought Apogaea the Dong Gong Show.  Loosely based on the hit game show “Gong 
Show”, participants belt out their favorite Karaoke tune.  Three judges decide on whether the performance will continue to the 
end of the song OR if the judges are compelled to grasp a large rubber dong and thrust it into a nearby gong.  All 
performances will be rated by the judges.  The top 5 performers will sing one final song in the championship round.  The top 
3 winners will win prizes!  Anyone can sing-only the lucky ones will be Dong Gong'd!

All participants receive a parting gift as it takes balls to get on stage and be judged.  MASSIVE balls.  

Communication – Burn Your Fears workshop
2 PM – 3 PM
hosted by Karmalicious @ Center Camp
Understand what effective and healthy communication can do for you and your life.  How happy and amazing our burns, our 
world, and our lives would be with radical communication.  Learn different ways to communicate in any relationship in your 
life, ways to make you feel better in your communication, and ways to communicate in a sexual light to fulfill your needs.

Cookies 'n Milk at A Mother's Love 
2 PM – 3 PM
Visit A Mother’s Love and relive your childhood with a tasty homemade cookie and an ice cold cup of milk.  BYOMug.  Soy, 
Coconut, and Lactose Free varieties available.  Cookie choices will also include Vegan, Sugar Free, and Gluten Free. 

Pinwheel Making 
2 PM – 3 PM
hosted by The Narwhals
“Pinwheel, pinwheel, breezy and bright.  Spin me good morning; spin me good night.”  Come make and take your own 
pinwheel with the Narwhals.  All ages welcome.



Arts Caravan Presents:  Verbal and Physical Self-Defense for Everyone
2 PM – 3:30 PM
presented by Ken A of Arts Caravan; check info booth for location
This class is great for men, women, and teens, but due to the mature subject matter - - NO CHILDREN UNDER 13.  

This is a practical, profound, and interactive workshop about how to deal verbally and physically with anyone who seems 
intent on doing something to you that you don’t want.  From gracefully deterring a sloppy drunk person who “just wants a 
hug”, to nipping in the bud a potential fist-fight, to fiercely stopping an attempted assault or sexual assault, this class will 
demonstrate to you just how much power you already have to protect yourself and others.  This course is distilled from a 
program that Black Belt Magazine called "The Best Short-Term Self-Defense Course Existent" and which has been taught to 
hundreds of thousands of people worldwide.  

Camp Amalgamation Knitting Extravaganza 
2 PM – 4 PM
Mister Blooreguard of Camp Amalgamation will be hosting a knitting class on Friday afternoon at 2pm, and probably some 
impromptu classes as well so feel free to stop by!  If you're interested in knitting with a master Mister Knitasaurus, bring 
whatever knitting supplies you have and enjoy learning something new!

Putt Putt and Prom Dresses:  An Afternoon Affair 
2 PM – 5 PM
hosted by Glamp Camp
BYO prom dress or you can borrow one of ours.  Come dressed in your playa best and play a game of Putt Putt Golf... Our 
Miniature golf course is out of this world and just might make you shake your booty or whisk you away to the tropics.  Choose 
your very own one of a kind dazzling designer golf club and blinged out ball. 

Flow Jam 
2 PM – 7 PM
hosted by Geological Point of Interest
Bring your poi, staff, hoop, fans, flow wand or any other flow toys while Geological Point of Interest DJ's throw down for your 
flowing pleasure!  The Spelunky Drunky bar will be open to keep you refreshed and the music will be bumping to keep you 
moving. 

Furry Friends Costume Party 
2 PM – 7 PM
hosted by Misfit Toys
Calling all Lions, Monkeys, and Mouses!  Join the Misfit Toys for our Furry Friends dance party!  Come dressed as a fuzzy 
kitty or a zoo creature or just a grown up that wants to be a kid again!  Before the party our crew of shenaniganators will be 
teaching you fly dance moves to help bring out your inner, silly child.  We will be teaching you classics such as the mashed 
potato, the electric slide, and even the robot!  Community DJs will be dropping beats to inspire all your epic dance moves!  
When you're all worn out, visit our hydration station for a power up!

Families are welcome!  Our space is PG-13; all children under the age of 13 should be accompanied by a supervising, 
chaperoning, in-charge of the child, ADULT. 

Beach Party with the Dolphin Merkin Gang 
2 PM – 10 PM
hosted by Comfortably Gnome
Friday at 2 PM, Beach Party with your Gnomies!  Swimsuits suggested, nakedness encouraged.  Nude beach and suntan oil 
will be provided.  Lulu with the Dolphin Merkin Gang will lead a merkin making workshop at 4 PM, followed by Evenflo with a 
phe-gnominal sun-set.  Wear your beachy shades and come on up the hill to your very own playa on the rocks.  Don't forget 
to keep an eye out for mischievous sand gnomes and crabs and please, bring a cup - we'll be serving some serious beach 
libations. 

Fucking Aerial Fabric with the Fucking Unicorns 
2:30 PM – 3:30 PM
Come fly with the Fucking Unicorns and learn the basics of aerial fabric.  Learn how to climb and create a foot-lock.  Show 
your new found skillz with the uber-selfie-worthy twirly-whirl trick.  (#apogaeaaerialaction #whosay'sunicornscan'tfly 
#cirquedusoawesome) 



DIY Electronics 
2:30 PM – 5:30 PM
hosted by SoundPuddle crew @ Center Camp Workshop Area
We’ve designed open-source circuit board for Apogaea - come learn how they work and build your own!  All ages welcome, 
and no experience necessary.  We have all the tools and helping hands to show you how easy it can be to build your own 
blinky goodness! 

Dino Tail Giveaway Round 2
3 PM
@ Dinos for Life

Cookies!
3 PM – 4 PM
Keep your eyes open for the girls in green! The Girl Scouts will be delivering cookies. We can't say where, but if you are 
lucky, you might just run into them! 

The Grateful Dead Storytelling Hour 
3 PM – 4 PM
hosted by the Story Portal
What about Jerry man?!  The Story Portal recognizes the major lack in stories about Jerry and The Grateful Dead.  I mean 
really man, the whole fucking thing should just be for telling Dead stories.  Why all the sad stories!  Just put on Fillmore East, 
New York, February 13th, 1970 and all your troubles will melt away.  Then we'll be free to talk about Jerry forever.  Head on 
over to The Story Portal and share your pivotal life changing Jerry stories.  Peace brothers and sisters. 

LOVERS Presents:  Consent and Clarity 
3 PM – 4 PM
Written by members of BED
Participants – who range across the spectrum of gender, race, age, sexual orientation, and sexual predilection – learn about 
how to identify and express their own desires and boundaries in a sexual interaction as well as how to ask about and honor 
their partners' desires and boundaries.  They learn the problems with assuming sexual consent based on physical “cues,” 
including the fact that many people freeze when they perceive their partner’s behavior as a transgression of their boundaries, 
and the fact that people misread nonverbal signals routinely.  Participants get the opportunity to practice a new approach of 
negotiating sex verbally with others.  They get to enact strategies for how to make explicit consent sexy and fun.  

Pant-less Happy Hour 
3 PM – 5 PM
hosted by HATEbar
Pants are for Suckers.  We know you agree.  Happy hour daily, between 3 and 5 PM.  Those without pants will be served and 
then ridiculed.  Those with pants on will be ridiculed and then not be served. 

Queer Cocktail Social 
3 PM – 6 PM
hosted by Pink Flamingos @ Camp Chaotic Love (look for the flamingo flags)
The gay boys at Camp Chaotic Love welcome their fellow queers with a cocktail social.  Guests will be served something 
pink, festive and vodka based (duh, obvi). 

UFUG (Uniform Fire Use Guidelines) 
3:30 PM
@ Convergence
UFUG (Uniform Fire Use Guidelines) is happening once again!  You as a fire performer are required to check into and take a 
UFUG check props into Convergence and receive a wristband approving you to spin fire.  The workshops will be at 
Convergence Wednesday through Saturday everyday at 3:30 PM.  Please note you will not be allowed to spin fire at the 
festival without the approval of the Convergence team and a wristband proving your workshop completion.  Spin safe or don't 
spin at all! 

4:20 Fuck You BBQ 
3:45 PM – 5:15 PM
hosted by The Living Room
We'll be grilling up some grub for all!  Stop by and eat some things.  Play games.  Catch some rest on the couches.  Bring 
weed.



poeTea:  An Afternoon Tea at poeTree 
4 PM – 6 PM
As the saying goes, "love and scandal are the best sweeteners of tea."  Visit the poeTree and take a tea break with our 
hostesses, Love and Scandal.  We'll have a wide variety of teas to pleasure any palate.  And to complement your tea - 
poems and warm words from our community. 

CampAlicious Happy Hour 
4 PM – 7 PM
hosted by CampAlicious
Why limit happy to just one hour?  Join CampAlicious for warm welcomes, good conversations, and the Table of Perpetual 
Appetizers.  Contribute to the Table, the Booze Bar, or just enjoy what’s there.  Wednesday, Thursday, & Friday from 4 PM – 
7 PM.  Or drop by after dark to warm your bottom in the Hot Seat, a functional art installation by Bobalicious. 

Cheech and Chong's Nice Dreams 
4:20 PM – 6:45 PM
hosted by Just Waiting For EWE – The Movie Camp
"The story of two enterprising young men who made an amazing amount of money selling ice cream."  
21+ only please during the showing of this movie 

Camp Conviviality Happy Hour and Potluck Dinner 
4:20 PM – 7:20 PM
Happy Hours; LIVE Music and other Apo - Propropriate entertainment on our stage.
Marijuana; Marvelous Drinks; Sensuous - ly delicious food.
 

Grope Meditation 
4:30 PM – 5 PM
hosted by Shangri-LaLa
During the excess that is Apogaea, relaxation and inner focus are especially important.  Meditating with others heightens the 
experience, usually inducing more of the calming and centering energy into all involved.  This is really a guided group 
meditation.  Remember, grope only with permission. 

LOVERS Presents:  A Man's Guide to Hooking Up at Apogaea 
4:30 PM – 6 PM
by Booster Blake 
Ever wonder why some guys just seem to have whatever it takes to pull the ladies?  They may not be exceptionally good-
looking or talented but something they possess seems to make connections effortless!  What is that about?  Come check out 
this amazing interactive workshop where we’ll explore the “difference that makes the difference” in creating extraordinary 
connections.  1.5 hours.  Men and women welcome. 

2nd Annual Bacon Off plus 1st Deviled Egg Off  
5:45 PM – 7:15 PM 
brought to you by Junicorn, Driver, and Bobalicious @ Center Camp Performance Stage
Do you make the best bacon dish in all of Apoland?  Come show off your bacon cooking, and Deviled Egg making skills to the 
community.  We have 2 bacon categories:  Savory and Sweet and for the eggs, it's just best overall Deviled Egg.  Everyone is invited to 
share their food just please bring enough to feed at least 30-40 people.  Judging is done by anyone that ate your food and we have them 
shout their love for your dish when prompted! 

Shockingly Sensual Touch  
6 PM – 7 PM 
@ Center Camp Workshop Area
Do you love to give or receive sensual touch, whether soft and slow or loud and rough?  Does it ever feel like that touch is 
electric?  Well, try adding actual electricity.  We will use Violet Wands (and/or Neon Wands) as we explore a range of 
sensations.  On the gentlest setting, we can offer our play partners just a little extra tingle as we trace our fingertips along her 
curves, down his chest, through her hair.  I like to establish a connection with new partners using no extra stimulation, 
listening and learning what they like and where.  Then, gently introduce some electro, following their lead.  And I'm always 
pleasantly surprised when she requests, "Turn It UP!" 

Couples (and groups) can develop greater sensitivity and be more present as they play with each other.  Many people who 
experience this"Fetish" begin to Crave it.  Electro play can be an amazing addition to a sensual lifestyle.  Come share in a 
luscious experience.  Workshop will include quick discussion on safety and science (3-5min), introductory exercises, free 
form play, as guided as you like.

ATTIRE:  I'm expecting participants to arrive and remain fully clothed (by APO standards at least :-`) while we are at Center 



Camp.  However, this experience can be most enjoyable on bare skin.  Also, clothing made with metallic fabrics and accents 
are extra fun to play with and add to our sensation. 

WHAT TO BRING:  Cushions for yourself and others to sit on or lay on.  Open mind.  Partner NOT required.  A photo ID 
(everyone must be of age). 

Single Mingle 
6 PM – 7 PM
hosted by LOVERS
Did you learn some great tools for picking up partners at Booster's workshop?  Looking for a wonderful person to hang out 
with for the evening?  Stop by LOVERS and meet some people! 

Daily Psytrance Picketing 
6:04 PM
brought to you by DCPTW, Local 604
A call to all bearcats, bellbottoms, fly boys, tomatoes, and Real McCoys!  I don't know from nothing, but psytrance is the bees 
knees, and I'm stuck on it!  Your Local 604 psytrance union is planning to hit Apo on all sixes and give 'em an earful.  You're 
not a scab, are you?  Get on the level!  Meet daily starting Wednesday, 6/04 at 6:04 PM at the Narwhals juice joint for a 
spifficated time razzing the cabbage hats.  Bring your best protest slogans, signs, and chants.  Righteous indignation to be 
provided.  We've got it, you get it, psytrance burns are copacetic!  Now Scram! 

Gemini Birthday Party! 
7 PM – 4 AM
hosted by The Narwhals
All Gemini birthdays come celebrate with the multiple Gemini Narwhals who will be DJing, topless bartending after midnight, 
and leading all sorts of other Gemini shenanigans throughout this epic birthday celebration.  Special Guest DJ's thanks to 
GPOI!

The BeatWomb Presents:  NumiNative 
7 PM – 8 PM
Get your groove on at The BeatWomb dome!  NumiNative is an interdisciplinary collaboration of modern DJing and live 
worldly instrumentation.  Bringing native sounds to the EDM world, NumiNative is an Eastern-inspired electronic duo from 
Boulder, CO.  David DeVine and Phoenix Clay Michael fuse 21st century sophistication with ancient instrumentation including 
tabla, flute, doumbek and didgeridoo.  Come shake your tail feathers! 

Live Sound and Production Crash Course 
7 PM – 8 PM 
@ Center Camp Workshop Area
Live Sound and Production Crash Course!  DJs and musicians alike.  Never have a tangled cable bag again!!  Get a better 
handle on how to run a simple mixer, how to pick the right amp and what to do about feedback.  DJs should never see red 
lights, here's why.  2-5 people 

Opening Ceremony 
9 PM
brought to you by Apogaea Fire Conclave and Convergence
A parade of fire and lights will travel throughout the lands of Apogaea guiding participants to the Effigy for an open burn to all 
Apogaeans. 

The BeatWomb Presents:  DJ Davi-D 
9 PM – 11 PM
Are you ready for a super hot DANCE party?  DJ Davi-D will be hitting the decks at The BeatWomb Dome Friday night!  We'll 
be shakin' it as Dav-D masterfully intertwines versatile tunes including house, dub step, psychedelic trans, EDM, hip hop, 
classics and world music.  Stop by at other times throughout the week to enjoy one of Dav-D's Buddha bar lounge sets.  We'll 
keep the grooves goin'! 

Effigy Ceremony 
9 PM – 11 PM 

Punk-Rock Post Burn Party 
9:30 PM – 1 AM
HATEbar will be celebrating burning effigies and Punk Rock.  You can join us, but we really don't give a shit.  Beer, whiskey, 
shenanigans, and Punk will all be going down.



A-Con Effigy Performance 
9:45 PM – 10 PM
Expressing Emergence, the Apogaea Conclave will be performing around and on the Effigy before it burns.

Fire & Ice Party 
10 PM – 2 AM
@ NEO Village at the White Lightning Bar in Snow Badger Land!
NEO Village, and the Snow Badgers bring you Fire & Ice redneck style!  Come get your moon and shine on and bring your 
ghetto fabulous self for some rocking house music.  Ice and libations provided... let's dance like no ones watching at this one 
y'all!  If approved, fire spinners are welcome to come throw down.  Reese's Peanut butter s'mores also provided!  Dance 
safe.

House Party! v
10 PM – 4 AM
hosted by The Living Room
Immediately after the effigy burn Friday night, come party down at The Living Room!  DJs will be rocking choice house music 
'till 4 AM.  Dance, chill out on the couches, warm yourself by the burn barrel, or just lean up at our bar and have a drink! 

HORN HUNT!  The Narwhals Present The 2nd Annual Unicorn Massacre 
11:30 PM – 12:30 AM
brought to you by The Narwhals and one unlucky Unicorn
We're goin' hunting!  It is the Narwhals responsibility to sacrifice a unicorn every year to keep Cthulhu from rising from the 
depths of the underworld and destroying civilization.  Please join us for this annual Horn Hunt.  Meet at the Narwhal Chill 
Dome at 11:30 PM to participate in this slaying.  We will go on a hunt, capture a unicorn, and bring it back for ritual sacrifice 
to the Narwhals camp at midnight.

Saturday

The Narwhal Boobie Wall! 
midnight – 4 AM
Every night at the bar located in the camp, The Narwhals Go Balls Deep, we have a strict dress code policy that will be 
enforced (with floggers perhaps) of all bar inhabitants being topless after midnight.  Join us at midnight, every night, at the 
Narwhals' bar to have your boobies painted in UV reactive paint and please add your titties to our canvas that will amass an 
array of the finest painted breasts' impressions available at Apogaea!

3rd Annual Wacky Shack Friday Night Takeover of the Fucking Unicorns  
12:30 AM – 4 AM
For the 3rd year in a row, Wacky Shack DJs will invade the sound system of the Fucking Unicorns to get down.  Bring your 
costumes, hoops, glow freaks, and dancing shoes and join us for the most crazy and insane night of Apogaea.  We'll provide 
the soundtrack.

Set times:

12:30 – 1:20 Schmid-E (Electro/House)
1:20 – 2:10 Brandon Chase (House)
2:10 – 3 AM Gibby (House)
3 AM– 4 AM  Jack Itaq (San Francisco) (House/Techno)

Jenny Kush Rainbow Procession 
3 AM – 4:45 AM
with the Temple Guardians @ Temple of Infinite Life
Join us at 3 AM on Saturday to honor the life of Jenny Kush and to foster healing through community.  Please dress in your 
favorite color of the rainbow and meet at the Temple of Infinite Life where you will be warmly received by Temple Guardians 
and other volunteers.  Singing bowls, chimes, energy and intent as well as other tokens of ritual are encouraged.  Don't 
forget to bring anything you have to offer to the Temple of Infinite Life, as the Temple will be closed off at 5:00 in preparation 
for Burn.



Sunrise Meditation Salutation 
5:30 AM
brought to you by Universal Consciousness
Reset your mind, body and spirit for the new day.  Meet us at the Effigy (East neighborhood), on the high side.  Tell a friend.

If you play Bill Withers, I'm going to kill you. 
6 AM – noon
brought to you by Very Important Sleeping People 
If it's before noon, fuck your lovely day. 

Qigong Flow Workshop – Couples 
9 AM – 10 AM
@ Center Camp Stage; Hosted by International Instructor, Master Trainer & Performing Artist Brian “Seraiah” Wood
Learn beautiful and energetically intimate movements and meditations that bring partners and friends closer together in this 
loving expansion of ancient union practices.  Find Yin Yang balance within and with your partner while cultivating loving 
energy shared between radiant souls. 

Brian is leading the way as a visionary pioneer of natural fitness and holistic health.  Specializing in wellness, martial arts, 
music and dance, he is qualified to train professional and Olympic athletes.  His accredited certifications and credentials rank 
among the finest in the world.  He has gained respect as a leading expert in his field by uniting proven techniques and 
methods from Eastern and Western worlds.  Brian has practiced Qigong since 2003 and trained Medical Qigong in China 
(2008 & 2010) and Thailand, where he lived and taught at Buddhist Health Resort (2012-13).  Practices such as yoga, Lanna 
Fon Jeung and meditation balance his 28 years of martial arts experience focusing on styles such as Kung Fu, Muay Thai, 
Jiu-Jitsu and wrestling.  Love and light.  Bless. 

Hangover Recovery Yoga 
10 AM – 11 AM
@ Center Camp Workshop Area
Come get your twist on to recover and refresh your body and soul after a hard night of dancing and imbibing... and get 
loosened up and reset to go out and do it all over again!!  Hatha yoga for all abilities.  Don't be a newb – bring a mat!  A 
towel, block, and water bottle also are helpful! 

Youth Hippie Hunger Games 
10 AM – 11 AM
Alright kids, let's show the adults how this is done!  Here's your chance to compete on the Hippie Hunger Games course and 
save all the animals you can.  Let's prove to those adults that age doesn't matter – we're even better at saving stuffed 
animals than they are!

Children 10 and under must be accompanied by a parent or guardian. 

Yarn Bomb 
10 AM – 11:30 AM
@ (M)HK Camp
So you've heard of the term "yarn bombing" but have no clue what it is, how it's done, or what makes it the latest form of 
urban gorilla art.  Join us at (M)HK camp each day between 10 AM – 11:30 AM to learn how to "yarn bomb" and actively 
participate in "bombing" our camp.  We will supply the yarn, needles, hooks and instruction.  You just bring your creative 
sense of adventure.

Jenn and Steph's Totally 80's Mixer 
10 AM – 1 PM
hosted by Jenn, Steph, and The Narwhals
Are you a Jenn or a Steph?!  Throw your 80's accessories on and come meet other Jenn's & Steph's!  Side-ponytails are 
highly encouraged!  Not a Jenn or a Steph?  Join us to learn how to channel your inner Jenn or Steph, or to find out whether 
you may have been a Jenn or a Steph in a previous life!

Apostar Wake and Bake Brunch, Invasion of Biscuits and Gravy 
10:30 AM – 12:30 AM
Collect your consciousness after burning Friday night with a breakfast that will lube your cannabinoid receptors. Ludicrous 
amounts of lude jokes about our gravy and your biscuits will be included for free. Bring your own dishes or you will have to 
walk the plank! 



Bill Withers' Song “Lovely Day” to Start Your Morning 
11 AM
brought to you by The Story Portal
Join The Story Portal at 11 AM everyday of Apogaea 2014 to start your day off right with some dancing and connecting to Bill 
Withers' song 'Lovely Day'! 

Stories & Snuggles 
11 AM – noon
hosted by Misfit Toys
Remember the good ol' days of Kindergarten?  Nap time sounds divine now!  If it's too early to be coherent after a night of 
partying, stumble our way and we'll let you nap, snuggle and be read to just like elementary school.

Bring your blankie, your favorite stuffy friend ... or even a human friend or two!  Crawl into our stuffy cuddle puddle, get your 
snuggle on and enjoy listening to our animated, theatrical readings of story time classics.  After you've drifted back to 
consciousness from your power-nap with your teddy bear, stick around for snack time power up before another session of 
recess!  Families are welcome!  Our space is PG-13; all children under the age of 13 should be accompanied by a 
supervising, chaperoning, in-charge of the child, ADULT. 

HOOPZ 101 
11 AM – 1:30 PM
@ Center Camp Workshop Area
This workshop is designed for HOOPERS of all levels (but really for super newbz).  I'll be teaching you how to swing that 
circle AROUND your body, not always on (that stuff's overrated anyway) and how to use the hoop to express yourself.  I'll 
teach you on body, off body, weaves, jumps, tosses, elbow hooping, leg hooping, WHATEVER we want to learn.  We can 
keep it simple or we can amp it up.  Now's your chance!  Get hoopin'! 

The Yellow Bar at Camp VAN Gogh 
11 AM – 5 PM
The Yellow Bar will be a utopian collective for artists to come drink, paint, and dance from 11 AM – 5 PM every day!  The 
atmosphere will stimulate you through both creation and socialization, or drive you into a state of generalized delirium.  We 
will serve beer and mixed punch along with absinthe on the 37th of every hour in honor of the influential painter of the bar, 
and if you suffer acute psychosis we even have a safe place to store your ear! Paint on the easels located in the bar and take 
your creation home to celebrate YOUR inner artist. 

LOVERS Presents:  Morning Mindfullness:  an Intention for the Day 
Featuring Zen Meditation 
11:11 AM – 12:45 PM
facilitated by Rich Mackin (Koken) 
LOVERS is blessed and very excited for the opportunity to host Koken.  Koken is a Soto school Zen Buddhist meditation 
instructor and Lay Disciple from Portland, OR.  He will be leading a short session of zazen/shikantaza/ "just sitting" 
meditation followed by a chanting service based on the Enmei Jukku Kannon Gyo, an energetic invocation of compassion.  

Saturday Morning Cartoons and Cereal 
11:30 AM – 1 PM
hosted by The Living Room
Join us Saturday morning at The Living Room for a lazy breakfast!  We'll be showing cartoons on the TVs and will be serving 
cereal to keep you regular.  Bring a blanket and sprawl out on a couch! 

Apogaea Anonymous (12 Step Meetings)
noon
Everyday at noon at Apogaea Anonymous we will host a 12 Step recovery meeting for people of all different types of 12 Step 
fellowships, and people who are supportive of loved ones in recovery, to attend.  We welcome everyone recovering from their 
addictions to join us in the fellowship of the spirit, as we trudge the road of happy destiny. 

Apogaea Circus Showcase
noon – 1 PM
brought to you buy the Fucking Unicorns
Come freaks, come friends, come fans of the circus!  The Fucking Unicorns and the Circus of Illumination presents the 
Apogaea Circus Showcase hour.  Get ready to be amazed, entertained and inspired by the crazy talent in our community.  
Do you have an act or hidden talent that you'd like to share?  Show off your skillz and steal the show (aerial acts must be pre-
approved). 



Manifest Identity – A Character Development Workshop with Melinda Smart 
noon – 1 PM
presented by Melinda Smart of Arts Caravan @ Center Camp Performance Stage
Create and play out your own reality...

Using a combination of both acting and dance-movement techniques, participants develop and embody an original character 
of their imagining.  Learn techniques for invention of a realm where your character can explore and overcome adversity.  
Unlock emotional access by becoming one with your archetype.  Become your own work of ART.  No experience necessary.  
Willingness to experience emotions and vulnerability required.

Materials:  Participants are asked to bring one item of clothing that represents a unique mood and one object that best 
embodies an idea or place.  Please have one of these items be something that you are willing to to give away or lend. 

RECESS!
noon – 2 PM
hosted by Misfit Toys
Misfit Toys invites you to leave the adult world behind and be a kid again!  We will be hosting recess in the afternoons.  In 
between your volunteer shifts, or on your way to the next camp's shindig, stop by and make time to play again!

Complete with child-like fast changing, nonsensical rules, and recess favorites like Red Rover, Freeze Tag, Red Light/Green 
Light, etc.  Misfit Toys aims to recreate your childhood favorite at its silliest.  Our referees and umpires will lead the games, 
break up fights and patrol the playground to make sure you have ridiculous amounts of FUN!

Families are welcome! Our space is PG-13; all children under the age of 13 should be accompanied by a supervising, 
chaperoning, in-charge of the child, ADULT.

Not-Nude BINGO!
noon – 3 PM
hosted by Comfortably Gnome
B I N G O!!!!!  Yes that's right – with your clothes (merkins acceptable).  We will lounge in style and play everyone's favorite 
game in Gnometown.  Bring a lawn chair, cup, and a random prize to share! 

Camp Wardrobe MalFUNKtion 
noon – 4 PM
Open for shopping and our ongoing runway fashion show.  Get costumed by our fashion technicians then saunter down our 
runway to the pulsating, gyrating beats of our stellar DJs.  Also featuring our roaming crew of fashion police.  Citation 
recipients will be taken into custody for makeovers. 

The Hippie Hunger Games: Grand Tournament of Death! 
1 PM – however long it takes
The top 32 Tributes have proven their courage.  They have fought their way through the maze of rabid gladiators and 
rescued the poor defenseless woodland creatures from the forces of the Evil Capitol.  But their ordeal is far from over.

The Tributes will be paraded before all the realm, beginning at 1:00 pm. Only to then enter the arena, where only ONE may 
be crowned, The Grand Champion:  Hero of the Realm!  Watch as these brave 32 Tributes battle to the Death! Cheer on your 
favorites.  Celebrate in their victories and anguish over their defeats.  Join us as we witness The Hippie Hunger Games: 
Grand Tournament of Death! 

Circus Sprouts – A Four Ring Circus Experience 
1 PM – 2 PM
presented by Arts Caravan @ Center Camp Performance Stage
Join Arts Caravan in the Center Camp Performance Area for a Four Ring Circus Experience.  Find Your Flow with Ken A.  
Get creative with facial expressions, body language, and sounds through improv' with Wil Albarez.  Build a Character and 
make a mask with Melinda Smart.  Discover how such strange sounds come from a hollow log using didgeridoos with Jakare.

DJ Masterclass 
1 PM – 4 PM
brought to you by Where The Party's At
Feel like your DJ skills could use some upgrading?  Come practice on our open decks and get friendly criticism from your 
peers.  Feel like your DJ skills are nonpareil?  Come gift your abilities by sharing friendly criticism with DJs looking for 
comments.  We'll provide a sound system, mixer and (if you want them) CDJs.  You bring your laptop, controller, and/or CDs.  
All levels and ages welcome, but we require certain minimums of maturity and sobriety.



 Craftorium Workshops:  Feather Leather Day 
1 PM – 5 PM
brought to you by Camp VAN Gogh
Are you a Feather Leather??  Come on, admit it!  You will be in good company at the Craftorium today.  Pai will teach you 
how to create expertly crafted leather cuffs, while Caitlin will help you make earrings, fascinators and add some plumage to 
mini top hats. 

LOVERS Presents:  Build a Porno! 
1:30 PM – 2:30 PM
Facilitated by Esteban Centrifuego 
Have you ever filmed yourself having sex?  Wanna take it to the next level of production?  You can be a Porn Star!  Yes, you.  
In this ADULTS ONLY (21+) interactive workshop, we'll talk about: 
- Morality & Consent
- Health & Safety
- Audience, script, genres
- Positions & flow
- Lighting & camera

Format:  Facilitated discussion, role playing.
Attire:  Whatever you're comfortable in.  Playa player, uniforms (delivery person, cheerleader, police, etc), swimwear, Fetish, 
Cosplay, sleepwear.

Motorboating 101 
2 PM – 2:45 PM
Hosted by Camp Wardrobe MalFUNKtion
Come to Camp Wardrobe MalFUNKtion on Saturday from 2 – 2:45 to get a refresher course on your boat’n skills…  We will 
be brushing up on popular techniques that will help you and your accompany properly learn to motorboat!  This isn't just for 
busty women.  I'll be teaching men and women how to make the best of your mounds of any size and showing you new ways 
to utilize anything as a boat to motor – and I mean anything.  Sure to be fun and get you giggling, bring your sheep, partner, 
lover, friend, gay, straight, or whatever your awesome being and come and propel yourself.

Afterparty with Schmid-E and Gibby!

Cookies 'n Milk at A Mother's Love 
2 PM – 3 PM
Visit A Mother’s Love and relive your childhood with a tasty homemade cookie and an ice cold cup of milk.  BYOMug.  Soy, 
Coconut, and Lactose Free varieties available.  Cookie choices will also include Vegan, Sugar Free, and Gluten Free. 

Volunteer Appreciation 
2 PM – 3 PM
@ Center Camp Stage
The board members will thank the volunteers at Apo and any volunteers that go above and beyond will be addressed for their 
work. 

Apogaea Meat & Greet
2 PM – 4 PM
hosted by Your Apogaea Acculturation Team @ Acculturation Booth
Come mingle and "meat" your Regional Contacts, Apogaea Board Members, and various Ground-Control / Functional Leads, 
as well as our visiting "dignitaries" from the BM Org and other neighboring Regional Contacts!  We will provide hot dogs, 
buns, and condiments.  We will request that people bring a side dish and their own plate, cup, utensils, cocktails, chair, and 
pack mule to carry it all.  (Or you can just come and have a hot dog.)  There will also be presentations from people who 
attended the Global Leadership Conference this year in San Francisco about what they learned at the event and are bringing 
back to the community.

Apo Naked March 
2 PM – 4 PM
meeting at NEO Village
Come be free and naked within our beautiful community.  Join us in all your glory to march from NEO Village around all of 
Apo and back.  We had a great turn out last year.  Decorate yourself before hand, wear as little or as much as you want but 
we really encourage full free nudity.  Nakedness is just that... there doesn't have to be anything sexual about it.  It does 
wonders for your self confidence, your just don't give a fuck attitude your free spirit.  We will end back at the village for a 
appreciation party.  Release your fears!
Please NO PHOTOS ON THE MARCH.  Respect our privacy.



Spread the Red 
2 PM – 4 PM
@ Center Camp Workshop Area
Are you a redhead?  A redhead connoisseur?  Dye your hair red?  A parent of a redhead?  Looking for love in a gorgeous 
shade of red?  If this describes you, or if you just want to come see what's so special about redheads, then this is your 
potluck.  Spread the Red is a place for redheads in the Apo community to finally meet and for all our friends to see it's not just 
us, we all act this way.  There will be facts and other interesting things about redheads to prove we have no control over 
some of the things we do.  It's also the perfect time to spread that redhead gene to the rest of the community by way of a 
dating mixer.  Single or not, all redheads are invited.  Single or not, all non-redheads are also invited.  If you are not a natural 
redhead you'll need to wear red in support of this enigmatic hair gene.  If you are a natural redhead, wear the color you look 
best in and please have your hair down (if possible) because there will be a group photo taken of all us redheads.  This is a 
burner potluck besides bringing your own dishes, please bring a dish to share or a pretty redhead will eat your soul.  Let the 
red spread! 

Turn Your Frown Upside Down 
2 PM – 4 PM
presented by Arts Caravan @ The Story Portal
Join Wil Albarez of Arts Caravan at The Story Portal for a workshop based on the power of whimsy, comedy and joy.  Get 
creative with facial expressions, body language, and sounds.  Tips on keeping your audience engaged and entertained.  
Various character enhancing accouterments including but not limited to mustaches, glasses, noses, and hats will be on hand 
for costuming enhancement.

Neverland Costume Dance Party 
2 PM – 7 PM
hosted by Misfit Toys
Calling all Lost Boys, Fairies, and even all those rascally pirates!  Join the Misfit Toys for a Peter Pan-epic dance party!  
Come dressed as a pirate or a fairy or just a grown up that wants to be a kid again!  Before the party our crew of 
shenaniganators will be teaching you fly dance moves to help bring out your inner, silly child.  We will be teaching you 
classics such as the tootsie roll, the hokey pokey, and even the robot!  Community DJs will be dropping beats to inspire all 
your epic dance moves! When you're all worn out, visit our hydration station for a power up!

Families are welcome!  Our space is PG-13; all children under the age of 13 should be accompanied by a supervising, 
chaperoning, in-charge of the child, ADULT. 

Underwear House Party 
2 PM – 7 PM
hosted by Geological Point of Interest
Put on your favorite skivvies and dance in the sunshine while the DJ's play sexy house, techno and other delicious 
deepness.  The Spelunky Drunky will be giving away delicious drinks to ID holding adults to keep you cool as you shake your 
booty. 

LOVERS Presents:  Consent and Clarity 
3 PM – 4 PM
Written by members of BED
Participants – who range across the spectrum of gender, race, age, sexual orientation, and sexual predilection – learn about 
how to identify and express their own desires and boundaries in a sexual interaction as well as how to ask about and honor 
their partners' desires and boundaries.  They learn the problems with assuming sexual consent based on physical “cues,” 
including the fact that many people freeze when they perceive their partner’s behavior as a transgression of their boundaries, 
and the fact that people misread nonverbal signals routinely.  Participants get the opportunity to practice a new approach of 
negotiating sex verbally with others.  They get to enact strategies for how to make explicit consent sexy and fun.  

Pant-less Happy Hour 
3 PM – 5 PM
hosted by HATEbar
Pants are for Suckers.  We know you agree.  Happy hour daily, between 3 and 5 PM.  Those without pants will be served and 
then ridiculed.  Those with pants on will be ridiculed and then not be served. 

UFUG (Uniform Fire Use Guidelines) 
3:30 PM
@ Convergence
UFUG (Uniform Fire Use Guidelines) is happening once again!  You as a fire performer are required to check into and take a 
UFUG check props into Convergence and receive a wristband approving you to spin fire.  The workshops will be at 



Convergence Wednesday through Saturday everyday at 3:30 PM.  Please note you will not be allowed to spin fire at the 
festival without the approval of the Convergence team and a wristband proving your workshop completion.  Spin safe or don't 
spin at all! 

Kissing Contest!
4 PM – 5 PM
hosted by The Story Portal
Think you have what it takes to be crowned the kissing champion of Apogaea?  Test your skills at The Kissing Booth in such 
tongue twisting categories as 'The Peck,' 'DAMN That's Raunchy,' and 'Sexy As FUCK!'.  Clean up your nasty ass camping 
breathe before heading over and prepare to tongue tango! ;) 

4:20 Final Gathering at the Temple 
4:15 PM – 5 PM
brought to you by Kamp Kushy
Join us for a final 4:20 on Saturday afternoon before the soft perimeter goes into effect at 5 PM. Get that last thing wrote 
down that you need to.  Get that last smoked out meditation in before the Temple burns.  Come and let go. 

LOVERS Presents:  22 Ways to Kiss 
4:30 PM – 5:30 PM
facilitated by Booster Blake 
A kiss says so much about us.  It’s said that a woman knows if she is going to have sex with a man just by the way he kisses. 
Come explore this sacred and sensual art as we uncover the essence of the kiss.  Bring someone that you want to kiss and if 
you don’t have someone (and you’re feeling adventurous), come anyway and we’ll sort you out with someone new!  Space is 
limited so come a little early to be sure you’ll get in.  1 hour. 

The ApoAGoGo Slappy Hour Burlesque Show 
5:30 PM – 7 PM
presented by Wardrobe MalFUNKtion
Camp Wardrobe MalFUNKtion is delighted to present, for your viewing pleasure, the fourth annual Apo-A-Go-Go Slappy 
Hour Burlesque Show and Talent Review!  Bring a camp chair, sit back, relax and indulge in Apogaea's bountiful, bodacious, 
burlesque bombshells and bulging boytoys as they strut their sexy stuff on our stage.  It's a smoking hot pre-burn burlesque 
show that is sure to fire you up.

**Camp Wardrobe MalFUNKtion respectfully requests, no photography or video of the performers during the show.

LOVERS Presents:  Control of Roleplay 
6 PM – 7 PM
facilitated by relationship/sex coach Booster Blake 
We all have a dark side to our desires, places that we dare not express to our lovers for fear of being judged negatively.  For 
some, it may be exploring the dimensions of control and submission.  There is a rich world of excitement and ecstasy that is 
possible once you are willing to be vulnerable and express your desires fully and without shame.  This workshop is designed 
to create a safe and provocative space to explore our shadows in intimacy.  

The BeatWomb presents:  NumiNative at Center Main Stage 
6:30 PM – 7:30 PM
@ Center Camp Performance Stage
Bringing native sounds to the EDM world, NumiNative is an Eastern-inspired electronic duo from Boulder, CO.  David DeVine 
and Phoenix Clay Michael fuse 21st century sophistication with ancient instrumentation including tabla, flute, doumbek and 
didgeridoo.  NumiNative is a combination of words:  Numina being the Latin word meaning "of divine origin".  The end result 
is a tasty fusion of dance/ambient/dub with traditional eastern musics. The set itself implements improvisational 
instrumentation and is largely a product of the energy present at the venue. NumiNative has a wide variety of sounds and 
influences ranging from contemporary EDM to classical Indian style music. Our set for this venue would probably endure for 
about an hour. The sounds of NumiNative blends the intention of music with meditation, and makes little distinguishment 
between the two. 

Daily Psytrance Picketing 
6:04 PM
brought to you by DCPTW, Local 604
A call to all bearcats, bellbottoms, fly boys, tomatoes, and Real McCoys!  I don't know from nothing, but psytrance is the bees 
knees, and I'm stuck on it!   Your Local 604 psytrance union is planning to hit Apo on all sixes and give 'em an earful.  You're 
not a scab, are you? Get on the level! Meet daily starting Wednesday, 6/04 at 6:04 PM at the Narwhals juice joint for a 
spifficated time razzing the cabbage hats.  Bring your best protest slogans, signs, and chants.  Righteous indignation to be 
provided.  We've got it, you get it, psytrance burns are copacetic!  Now Scram! 



A-Con Temple Performance 
9:15 PM – 10 PM
The Apogaea Conclave and fellow participants will come together around the Temple before it burns to perform and openly 
dance in ceremony and remembrance. 

Roarin' 20's Electro Swing Dance & Absinthe Extravaganza! 
10:45 PM – 2 AM
hosted by The Story Portal
Step back into the 1920's in your finest flapper dress or zoot suit, toss back some green fairy chasing absinthe on us and get 
your electro swing dance on!  Join The Story Portal to kick-off the final party night of Apogaea!  Its gonna be the bee's knees!  
Right after the Temple burn until 2am-ish.

Our Swingin' DJs:
DoubleD
Ishe

BRING YOUR OWN CUP! 

HORN HUNT!  The Narwhals Present The 2nd Annual Unicorn Massacre 
11:30 PM – 12:30 AM
brought to you by The Narwhals and one unlucky Unicorn
We're goin' hunting!  It is the Narwhals responsibility to sacrifice a unicorn every year to keep Cthulhu from rising from the 
depths of the underworld and destroying civilization.  Please join us for this annual Horn Hunt.  Meet at the Narwhal Chill 
Dome at 11:30 PM to participate in this slaying.  We will go on a hunt, capture a unicorn, and bring it back for ritual sacrifice 
to the Narwhals camp at midnight.

Sunday
The Narwhal Boobie Wall! 
midnight – 4 AM
Every night at the bar located in the camp, The Narwhals Go Balls Deep, we have a strict dress code policy that will be 
enforced (with floggers perhaps) of all bar inhabitants being topless after midnight.  Join us at midnight, every night, at the 
Narwhals' bar to have your boobies painted in UV reactive paint and please add your titties to our canvas that will amass an 
array of the finest painted breasts' impressions available at Apogaea!

Sunrise Meditation Salutation 
5:30 AM
brought to you by Universal Consciousness
Reset your mind, body and spirit for the new day.  Meet us at the Effigy (East neighborhood), on the high side.  Tell a friend.

If you play Bill Withers, I'm going to kill you.
6 AM – noon
brought to you by Very Important Sleeping People
If it's before noon, fuck your lovely day. 

Discerning Dickhead Hour with Jean-Luc 
8 AM – 8:30 AM
@ HATEbar aka Jean-Luc's tent
Come find the flaw in any plan, opinion, stance, position, theory or preference with your favorite bitter old man living a lifetime 
of broken dreams trapped in the body of an east coast twenty something! 

Sunday Morning Bach 
10:30 AM – 11:30 AM
brought to you by Where The Party's At
Did you know that listening to the music of J.S. Bach every Sunday morning will make your life better?  It's true.  Join us for a 
selection of Johann Sebastian's greatest hits, closing with the otherworldly Partita in D minor for solo violin.  Yummy 
delectables will be served. 



Bill Withers' Song “Lovely Day” to Start Your Morning 
11 AM
brought to you by The Story Portal
Join The Story Portal at 11 AM everyday of Apogaea 2014 to start your day off right with some dancing and connecting to Bill 
Withers' song 'Lovely Day'! 

Apogaea Anonymous (12 Step Meetings)
noon
Everyday at noon at Apogaea Anonymous we will host a 12 Step recovery meeting for people of all different types of 12 Step 
fellowships, and people who are supportive of loved ones in recovery, to attend.  We welcome everyone recovering from their 
addictions to join us in the fellowship of the spirit, as we trudge the road of happy destiny. 

Sundays At One – Into The Darkness!
1 PM – 3 PM
hosted by Camp Amalgamation
Sundays at One is a group that meets bi-weekly in the greater Denver area Sunday afternoons at 1 PM and it turns out a 
bunch of us are at Apo this year.  We self describe as Life Support – Spiritually Focused.  

Topic for discussion:  Into the darkness.  The Universe seems to be filled with the stuff, so how does your spirituality deal with 
it?  Darkness is an expansive metaphor and we'll be sharing and developing ideas around it in an openly moderated 
discussion format.  Please join us and bring your big beautiful open mind!!


